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dtprocess: Auto Strategy for first-timers (automatic Find, Index, Refine, Predict, Strategy)

1. Check with your d*TREK manager that all site customizations have been made to the Dtprocess and
Dtdisplay resource files.

2. Display your_image_file by typing on the command line:  dtdisplay your_image_file &
3. Start dtprocess by selecting Utils / dtprocess  in the dtdisplay menu bar.  If desired, select File / Open...

in the dtprocess  menu bar to load different default input values that were saved in a previous session.
4. Select the dtprocess window, set Flow chart mode to Auto strategy if it is not already set.
5. Select Write dtprocess.head.  This automatically finds spots, indexes, refines and determines a strategy

from the current menu settings.  You can save current dtprocess menu settings with File / Save as... for
later use.

dtprocess: Manual Strategy for advanced first-timers (manual Find, Index, Refine, Predict, Strategy)

1. Perform steps 1-3 above or type dtprocess your_image_file & .  Set Flow chart mode to Manual.
2. In the Setup menu, check that the detector position is correct (Det dist, Det swing, Direct beam).  Use

dtdisplay (Edit / Edit (erase...) mode) to mask the pixels in the beam stop shadow, then File / Save as....
Change Non-uniformity type to Simple mask and enter the saved mask file.  Select Write dtprocess.head.

3. Select Find in the flowchart.  Select the image or images to search for spots from the Images list.  Set
Sigma, Minimum, and possibly other spot finding criteria, then select Run find.  Review the found spots in
dtdisplay.

4. Select Index in the flowchart.  Select User chooses solution.  If you know your spacegroup, set it in
Spacegroup num.  Select Run index.  Enter desired solution number in the Input: field.  If the desired
lattice is not listed, select Abort, increase Max residual and re-run (or see manual).  Since dtindex picks
the lowest spacegroup number consistent with the Bravais lattice, you may wish to change the spacegroup
number.  Select Edit / Edit header items ... / Crystal properties to change the spacegroup.

5. Select Refine in the flowchart.  Select one of the desired Macros, such as Detector, then all crystal or
select Interactive dialog to manually select items to refine.  Select Run refine.  Repeat until satisfied.

6. Select Predict in the flowchart.  Select the image to predict spots in.  Set the Crystal mosaicity if desired.
Select Run predict.  Examine the predictions in dtdisplay.

7. Select Strategy in the flowchart.  For very fast, but approximate results, set Cell length scale factor to 0.3.
Set the desired Resolution range (default of 0,0 means go to edge of detector).  Select Run strategy.

dtprocess: Integration and Scaling for first-timers

1. Start dtprocess as above.  Set Flow chart mode to Auto run next.  Select Write dtprocess.head.
OR
1. If the first image to integrate is not the same one used above, then it is safest to repeat the find, index, and

refine steps.  Select Predict in the flowchart.  Set Crystal mosaicity, then Run predict.  Repeat with
different values of mosaicity until mosaicity is correct.  Select dtpredict.head in the header list.  Select
Integrate in the flow chart.

2. Select the images to integrate in the Images list (i.e. select Select all).
3. Set the Resolution range to integrate.  If 0,0 is used then the entire area of the detector will be integrated.
4. Set the Box size, use about 3-4 times the spot size as listed in the dtfind.log output (View / Log file ...)

for starters or choose a box size by examining the spots in dtdisplay.
5. Set Padding to 1 for wide-slice d images and to 2 or 3 for fine-sliced images.
6. Set Profile size to 0,0 to let dtprocess pick a profile size for you.
7. Set Images per batch to 2 for viruses, 4-5 for most proteins, and 10-20 for small molecules.
8. If you want to automatically scale the reflections after integration, set the Flow chart mode to Auto run

next.
9. Select Run integrate.  After integration is done, if you did not scale the reflections, select Scale/Average in

the flowchart, then select Run scale.
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1  Introduction to d*TREK

d*TREK is a flexible, customizable, device-independent software suite and toolkit which collects
and processes single crystal X-ray diffraction images from two-dimensional position sensitive
detectors such as imaging plate area detectors and charged-coupled device (CCD) detectors.  The
ultimate result of the processing is a list of Bragg reflections which appear on those images with
their Miller indices ( hkl), estimated intensities, and standard deviations.

The general steps required in any single crystal diffraction experiment and the d*TREK modules
that perform each step are:

Experimental step: d*TREK module:
Calibrate the detector calibrate

Mount the crystal dtcollect
Display images and spots; check crystal diffraction quality dtdisplay

Collect images dtcollect
Setup for processing dtprocess

Find spots dtfind
Index spots dtindex

Refine spots dtrefine
Strategy dtstrategy
Predict reflections dtpredict

Integrate reflections dtintegrate
Merge reflections dtreflnmerge

Scale reflections dtscalemerge
Average reflections dtscalemerge

The d*TREK suite performs all steps, except mounting your crystal.  The most productive way to
use d*TREK is through its dtprocess graphical user interface.

With dtprocess users can:

• Process scans of multiple images with the steps shown in the figure above, either manually or
automatically;

• Create, load, edit, and save header files or headers of image files;
• Load and save input values and processing schemes from/to headers;
• Run any operating system command from the  dtprocess command line;

2  dtprocess and the X Window System

dtprocess is a graphical user interface that supplies input arguments to the d*TREK modules
that it runs.  dtprocess has no computational algorithms of its own; it simply runs the individual
d*TREK modules at the click of a button.
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dtprocess uses a color X Window display and the OSF/Motif widget set and style.  Both X and
OSF/Motif are widely used on workstations, so you may already be familiar with them, and
consequently, already know how to run and use dtprocess.  If this sounds unfamiliar, do not
worry as dtprocess is very easy to use and comes with many help features.  Before you start
dtprocess be sure your DISPLAY environment variable is set to your current display and the
Dtprocess application defaults file is accessible to your X server.  The Dtprocess file can be
placed in the system-wide application defaults directory (e.g. /usr/lib/X11/app-defaults ), in
your home directory, or in the  XUSERAPPLDEFAULTS  path.

For more information on X, please consult an X Window System guide such as Volume 3M: X
Window System User’s Guide OSF/Motif Edition or Volume 8:  X Window System
Administrator’s Guide for X11 Release 4 and Release 5 (both are from O’Reilly & Associates,
Inc. and are found in larger bookstores or directly from the publisher: 1-800-998-9938 or
http://www.ora.com).
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3  Running dtprocess

Note: A handy dtprocess for first-timers is found after the title page of this document.

After dtprocess has been installed and placed in your PATH, enter dtprocess along with an
optional header filename to run it.   Since dtprocess is an X Window program, the standard X
command line options are also supported.  Messages are written to an output text field in the main
window and possibly to a pop-up error message window.  A few messages are written to stdout
and stderr (Hint: redirect stdout and stderr to a log file with the >& operator).  The syntax for
running  dtprocess is simply:

dtprocess [header_file] [-nodisplay] [>& dtprocess.log] [&]

The header_file option specifies an alternate default header filename or environment variable.
If this is not specified, the name DTPROCESS_HEADER is used.  If the header file is found, an initial
image header is read from it and default values for all menu items are loaded (if they are found in
the header).  If you do not specify a file on the command line, a file selection dialog will appear on
top of the main window.  Select either a header file or an image file with a header in this dialog.

The dtprocess main window shown  in Figure 1 will appear on the display.  The main features of
the window are a title, a menu bar (with some command buttons), a flow chart (with command
buttons) along the left-hand side, a scrolled list for selecting a header file, a scrolled list for
selecting image files or reflection list files, a main menu area (with an action or run button), a
command entry field (the command line), and a scrolled text output region.  The main menu area
is different for each flow chart command that is active.

3.1  dtprocess menus and d*TREK modules

Each flow chart button displays a new menu to run a single d*TREK program.  Each menu has
controls (e.g. text fields) to enter specific options and a ‘Run’ button at the bottom.  Users
interact with each menu in the same way:

1. Select a header from the header list.
2. Select one or more image files or reflection list files from the list.
3. Change or edit menu options, if desired.
4. Select the ‘Run’ button.
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Figure 1.  dtprocess main window with Setup menu.

In most cases, dtprocess will perform steps 1 and 2.  Also, sensible default values can be saved
to a file, so step 3 may be trivial or unnecessary.

The dtprocess command line will display the command that will be run (if View / Command
line is toggled on).  In this way, you can become more acquainted with the individual d*TREK
modules if you so desire.

As shown in Figure 2, each d*TREK module takes a header as input along with any options.
Some modules also read in reflection list files (dtindex, dtrefine) or image files (dtfind,
dtintegrate).  Each module usually (but not always) creates a new header and a reflection list.
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Thus, the different d*TREK modules communicate with each other through the use of the header
files.

Figure 2.  Typical d*TREK module with inputs and outputs.

The output reflection list file of any d*TREK module defaults to the module name with .ref
appended.  When dtprocess runs a d*TREK module, the output log file defaults to the module
name with .log appended.  For example, the Find menu will run the dtfind progam and produce
the reflnlist file  dtfind.ref  and the log file  dtfind.log.

Each d*TREK module has the following command line syntax:

dtrek_module_name input_header input_options

Be aware of two additional features of the d*TREK suite for file names: 1) File versioning and 2)
Default prefixing.

3.1.1  File versioning

d*TREK programs normally will not overwrite an existing output header file, reflection file or
image file.  Instead, the exisiting file will have a period and version number appended to the file
name, then the new file will be created.  The version number is chosen to be higher than an
existing version number.  For example,  if you run dtindex the default output file will be
dtindex.head.  If this file exists, it will be renamed to dtindex.head.1, then dtindex.head
will be created.  If dtindex.head.1 exists, the existing dtindex.head would be renamed to

input.ref
(or images)

dtmodule

input.head

dtmodule.head

dtmodule.ref

Command line
options

Output log file
dtmodule.log
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dtindex.head.2 instead.  Thus, the most recent version of a file will have no version number
appended.  The oldest version of a file will have  .1 appended.

The versioning feature can be defeated by setting the environment variable DTREK_OVERWRITE to
any value.  For example,

 setenv DTREK_OVERWRITE  False
setenv DTREK_OVERWRITE  True

both have the same affect.  To restore versioning, unset the environment variable:

unsetenv DTREK_OVERWRITE

3.1.2  Default prefixing

d*TREK modules produce output files with default names unless changed by a command line
option.  A default prefix is prepended to all the default file names.  This prefix is defined by the
DTREK_PREFIX environment variable.  Normally, this environment variable is undefined and
filenames do not have a default prefix.   However, if set, the value of the environment variable is
prepended to default filenames.  This can be useful to distinguish several trials or runs of d*TREK
modules in the same directory.  For example,

setenv DTREK_PREFIX trial1_
dtrefine dtindex.head dtfind.ref +All -go

will produce an output header file called  trial1_dtrefine.head .

3.2  d*TREK headers

All d*TREK modules use header files to obtain information and to update information about your
experiment.  Even image files should have a header that describes how the image was obtained
and optionally how it should be processed.  A header contains information about the detector, the
source, the crystal goniometer, and scan of images.  After indexing and refinement, headers
usually contain information about the crystal.

Header files consist of ASCII keywords and values in a restricted format.  The exact format is
unimportant, since you use dtprocess to edit headers.  Simply select Edit / Edit header items...
in the menubar to display an edit dialog.  The header can be viewed in its raw form by selecting
View / View header ... in the menubar.
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It is important that the initial header (usually from an image) has the correct information about the
experiment (that is, a scan of images) so that the d*TREK modules have valid information to
work with.  The information can include:

for the crystal:
unit cell lengths and angles,
space group,
orientation,
mosaicity,
exposure time,
size and composition;

for the detector:
physical size, pixel size, number of pixels,
position in space,
spatial distortion,
non-uniformity of response, including a list of bad or inactive pixels,
dynamic range, including its minimum and maximum signal,
count rate limitations, both local and global,
readout rate,
noise, temperature dependence, time stability;

for the source:
wavelength, energy
polarization,
direction,
spectral dispersion or monochromacity,
intensity, brilliance (possibly as a function of time)
cross section or size;

for the crystal and detector goniometers:
number of axes,
direction of axes,
names of axes,
current values of axes,
angular limits of axes,
speed limits of axes;

for images and scans:
rotation axis,
rotation start and end,
rotation increment per image,
exposure time per image,
source intensity during exposure,
properties inherited from the detector and goniometer;
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The information listed above is contained in the ASCII header as keyword=values(s);
statements.  For example, the rotation axis vector is found in a header as:

ROTATION_VECTOR= 1.0 0.0 0.0;
and the crystal unit cell is found as:

CRYSTAL_UNIT_CELL=79.2 79.2 37.9 90.0 90.0 90.0;
The actual keywords used and the format of the values are subject to change as various standards
are developed and published.

3.3  d*TREK reflection lists (reflnlists)

d*TREK reflection lists are stored on disk as ASCII files. The first line consists of 3 numbers
designating the number of integer, float, and string fields that each reflection has.  Next are the
field labels as character strings, one per line for the integer fields first, then the float fields, then
the string fields.  The first 3 fields of the reflection file are nH, nK, nL.  The first 2 float fields are
fIntensity and fSigmaI.  No other fields are required.  Field labels must contain no whitespace
(spaces, tabs, linefeeds, newlines, formfeeds, carriage returns, etc.).  Field labels should begin with
lowercase n if they are integer, lowercase f if they are floats and lowercase s if they are strings.
After the field labels, comes the reflection data, one reflection per line in free format. At present,
string values cannot contain whitespace.  This format is a prelude to using a true CIF reflection
file format.

Use dtreflnmerge to manipulate, filter, and merge reflnlists.  The -noheader output option of
dtreflnmerge lets you write a headerless reflnlist file.  This can be useful to export reflnlists to
programs outside the d*TREK suite.

3.4  d*TREK coordinate system

The d*TREK default laboratory coordinate system shown in the next figure is defined as follows:

1. The origin of the laboratory is at the crystal.
2. The X axis goes from the crystal toward the goniometer baseplate.  This may be horizontal,

vertical or neither.
3. The Z axis goes from the crystal toward the source.
4. The Y axis make a right-handed system after  X and Z are chosen.
5. All positive hardware rotations are right-handed.
6. The crystal to detector distance is positive even though it is usually at a negative Z value.
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7. The direct beam position on the detector in pixels is specified when the detector is
perpendicular to the source (rotations are at zero) AND the detector translations in X and Y
are zero.  In the actual experiment, the detector may be rotated or translated away from this
position.

Figure 3.  d*TREK laboratory coordinate system.

3.5  d*TREK help

There are several levels of help available within the d*TREK suite of programs.  The graphical
user interfaces implement help at two levels.  First, the title bar at the very top of the window
displays a one-line help text for each control selected with the cursor.  For example, if you click in
a text field, the help text will explain that field.  If you press and hold down the mouse button
while the cursor is over a push button or menu, the help text will explain the function of the
control.  Move the cursor away from the button or menu before releasing the mouse button, if
you do not wish to activate the underlying control.  Second, the menu bar and many dialogs
contain Help buttons.  If one of these buttons is selected, then a hypertext markup language
(HTML) viewer, such as netscape, is activated and help text appears in the viewer.

Each d*TREK module also includes command line option help.  Use the -h option to list this help
text, for example:

dtfind -h

X

Detector

Z

Y
Source

Goniometer baseplate
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4  Data collection and processing with dtprocess

At its simplest, data collection consists of taking a crystal and producing a set of reflections.
One mounts a crystal on the goniometer where it will be illuminated by the source.  The source
photons (or neutrons!) are diffracted by the crystal rotated or fixed on the goniometer.  These
diffracted photons will be detected by the detector which will be read out periodically to create
images.  The pixels in the images will be assigned to individual Bragg reflections and integrated
to yield an estimated intensity and standard deviation.

A good way to access the d*TREK modules and to process your images is through the
dtprocess graphical user interface.  First, create a subdirectory for processing results, then
change the working directory to there:

mkdir DTREK; cd DTREK
Now start dtprocess:

dtprocess &
and, in the file selection dialog that appears, select the first image file in the scan that you wish to
process.

The flowchart of steps shown previously is repeated here:

Experimental step: d*TREK module:
Calibrate the detector calibrate

Mount the crystal dtcollect
Display images and spots; check crystal diffraction quality dtdisplay

Collect images dtcollect
Setup for processing dtprocess

Find spots dtfind
Index spots dtindex

Refine spots dtrefine
Strategy dtstrategy
Predict reflections dtpredict

Integrate reflections dtintegrate
Merge reflections dtreflnmerge

Scale reflections dtscalemerge
Average reflections dtscalemerge

Each step in the context of a dtprocess session with previously collected images will be
discussed

Note:
The starting widget values may be loaded from a header file with File / Open... in the menubar.
Conversely, widget values may be saved to a header file with  File / Save as....
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4.1  Calibrate the detector

The calibration of your detector is beyond the scope of this document.  Please consult with your
detector manager or calibration documentation (for example, the calibrate manual of d*TREK).
The results of calibration must be made available to the d*TREK modules via a header.  This is
discussed below in  Setup for processing.

4.2  Mount the crystal

A good crystal mount can increase crystal lifetime in the beam, reduce X-ray background, and
avoid damage to the crystal such as cracking, drying out, and heating up.  Flash freezing the
crystal can reduce or eliminate radiation damage.  Unfortunately, many crystals are ruined just by
mounting them.  A good crystal mount avoids many complications during data collection,
especially crystal slippage.  Crystal mounting is also beyond scope of this document, but you are
encouraged to learn mounting from an expert -- it will make your data collection experiments
easier.

If available for your hardware, dtcollect can be used to move the crystal goniometer, move the
detector goniometer, set the source wavelength or energy and collect single or multiple images.
From the dtprocess menubar, select Utils / dtcollect to run dtcollect.  The crystal goniometer
must be moved to assure that the crystal is optically centered in the beam.  (Hint: be sure that any
microscope crosshairs actually mark the position where the crystal rotation axis intersects the
source beam!)  Take at least one image to check the diffraction quality of the crystal and to help
decide on the actual data collection parameters, as described following.

4.3  Display images and spots; check crystal diffraction quality

Diffraction images must be visualized in order to determine if a crystal is suitable for further data
collection.  A lot of time can be wasted exposing a cracked or twinned crystal with limited
diffraction resolution to radiation.  The data from such a crystal will most likely not be usable.
Once again, experience is the best teacher of what to observe, but in the absence of experience
read this section carefully!

The dtdisplay program displays images and reflection lists.  Consult the dtdisplay documenta-
tion for a full description of its features.  Run the dtdisplay program by selecting Utils /
dtdisplay in the dtprocess menubar or by entering dtdisplay at a Unix shell prompt.

dtdisplay is used to examine images carefully, in order to choose proper data collection and
evaluation parameters, and to examine the results of prediction and evaluation.  When properly
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configured, dtdisplay gives a cameraman view of an image or group of images.  It is as if the
detector were a camera and one was standing behind the camera looking at the diffraction from
the crystals.

With  dtdisplay users can:
1. Display an image and/or overlay images and visualize:

a. overlapping reflections
b. saturated reflections
c. splitting, twinning or cracking,
d. the resolution limits of diffraction (use  View / Resolution arcs or simply click on a 

spot),
e. rough unit cell dimensions (use  View / Measure or shift-Middle mouse button),
f. reflection spot dimensions in pixels  (use  ctrl-Middle mouse button),
g. a dying or dead crystal,
h. a high effective mosaic spread,
i. water or ice diffraction.

2. Display images as they are collected by  dtcollect.
3. Display spot selection during  dtfind.
4. Display results of  dtrefine.
5. Display predicted reflections from  dtpredict or dtintegrate.
6. Display the non-uniformity of response image.
7. Display the direct beam image and show pixels in the beamstop shadow; edit a mask to 

designate bad pixels ( Edit / Erase (edit nonunf) mode).
8. Display images for any other purpose.

On the upper left-hand side of the dtdisplay window is a scrolled text region showing
information about pixels and reflections which are selected with the mouse:
• Pixel coordinates,
• Pixel value,
• Millimeter coordinates,
• Intensity and σInt,
• I/σInt ,
• Size of peak in pixels,
• Background average value and standard deviation,
• Resolution in Ångstroms and 2θ,
• hkl and rotation angle (if in the input reflection list).

In the dtdisplay menubar, click on File / Open... to select an image file to display.  Explore the
other dtdisplay menus until comfortable.  Don’t forget to use the online help tools, if needed.
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The displayed image or an overlay of images is examined to judge the quality of the crystal and its
diffraction.  Some points to consider are:

1. If there are no spots and
a. no beam stop shadow, then

check that the source is on and the shutter(s) open.
b. a beam stop shadow is visible, then

check that the crystal is in the beam.
2. If there are spots, however

a. they looked cracked or split, then
use a new crystal or move the crystal in the beam,

b. there are too many spots, then
the mosaic spread is probably too high (though not necessarily)
or more than one crystal or crystal fragment is in the beam, so
use another crystal

c. they are too close together, then
move the detector further away from the crystal or increase wavelength

d. they are too far apart, then
move the detector closer to the crystal or decrease wavelength

e. they do not go to edge of detector, then
if theta is 0, move detector further away from the crystal, or
if theta is not 0, move theta towards 0

f. the appearance of the image does not change when rotating the crystal,
check that the goniometer actually moves (i.e., that all gears are engaged).

4.3.1  Spot closeness

Reflections should not be touching each other.  "Background" between the spots should be seen.
The size of the background depends upon the detector and its point spread function.  A principal
danger with spots that touch each other, is that spot centroids will not be determined accurately,
which will detrimentally affect crystal autoindexing and refinement.

4.3.2  Spot window size

The window size specified to dtfind and dtintegrate (by the -window command line options)
should completely enclose a single reflection and include enough pixels around it for a
background determination.  The window size may include up to one-half of a neighbor spot, but
no more, for reflections near the detector center.  Neighboring reflections that intrude into the
window will be excluded during spot integration and profile analysis.  The window size should be
large enough to allow for spot drifting due to crystal slippage or an inadequate spatial distortion
calibration.
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4.3.3  Crystal rotation range and image rotation width

The crystal rotation start and end angles should not cause a collision of the goniometer.  The
rotation range should also try to cover a range that would give a complete dataset with plenty of
redundancy.  The actual angles can be determined by dtstrategy (see below).  The rotation angle
increment per image should be chosen so that single reflections appear on 3 to 5 adjacent images.
If the increment is too small, then a reflection can exceed the array space allotted.  On the other
hand, if the increment is set large, then it will reduce the signal to noise ratio and also the
precision with which a spot centroid can be measured.  The read noise of the detector is also an
important consideration.  If the detector is noisy, you may benefit from reading out less often.

A good value for the increment is about one-third the effective mosaic spread (see section 4.8 and
Figure 11), but this is not required.  Remember that the exposure time should be set so pixels are
not saturated, but it should be long enough to get good counting statistics on weaker reflections
(see section 4.3.4).  Also, take into account the total time allocated for an experiment and the
number of images that will be taken.  It is a user responsibility to check that enough disk space is
available to hold the images created.

4.3.4  Image exposure time

If possible, use the full dynamic range of the detector.  The exposure time should be set so that
the strongest reflections are just under saturation.  Another criteria is to make sure you will have
enough photons to achieve the precision desired in an average reflection at a given resolution (see
Example 3 below).  Yet another criteria is crystal stability   if the crystal diffraction decays
quickly, long exposures may not be recommended.  Determine the maximum (i.e. saturating) pixel
value for a given time on the detector by consulting the detector hardware manual.  Use the
mouse to view the pixel values of a few strong spots.  If you zoom large enough, then pixels will
be labelled with their values.  Adjust the exposure time and/or detector gain accordingly.

Example 1:
Saturating value is 1048544 for any exposure time.  A time of 300 seconds gives a maximum
pixel value of 1048544 in a number of spots.  Decrease the exposure time and check again.

Example 2:
Saturating pixel value is 32767 for any exposure time.  A time of 11 seconds gives a
maximum pixel value of 10356.  Increase the exposure time by a factor of 32767/10356 or to
about 35 seconds.
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Example 3:
Clicking in dtdisplay on a typical spot at 2 Å resolution shows Intensity/sigma to be about 5.
This suggests that the average Rmerge at this resolution will be about 1/5 or 20%.  To
achieve a 3% Rmerge at that resolution, increase the exposure time by a factor of at least 6
(or increase the redundancy in the data).

After visualizing the initial diffraction image(s), the data collection parameters may be modified
and images re-collected.  However, before collecting images for processing, you may wish to
characterize the crystal and determine a data collection strategy as described in the following
sections.

4.4  Collect images

After the crystal is mounted, check if it diffracts well enough to warrant data collection.  If
available for your system, use the dtcollect module to collect one or more images.  From the
dtprocess menubar, select Utils / dtcollect to run dtcollect (if it is not already running).
Consult the dtcollect documentation for more information on collecting images.

After making sure that the crystal is likely to yield good diffraction data (see the previous
section), then one is ready to collect a scan or set of images.  The prerequisites to collecting
images are strictly hardware related as long as the images will not be evaluated in real time.  Is the
detector calibrated?  Is the detector warmed up?  Is the detector cooled down?  Is there enough
disk space?  Are the gears engaged on the goniometer motors?  Consult your detector manager
for the specifics related to your hardware.

When collecting images, some choices to make are
• source wavelength,
• detector position,
• crystal goniometer position,
• crystal rotation axis,
• rotation start and end,
• rotation angle increment,
• exposure time, and
• image file naming scheme.

The above image or scan properties are set in dtcollect and contained in the headers of the
collected images.  (See also sections 4.3.3 and 4.3.4 for additional information.)  You may need
to take more than one preliminary image to determine the best way to collect images.
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4.5  Setup for processing

The Setup menu (Figure 4, below) of dtprocess allows one to select the starting header, to
check the calibration and scan template information (specified in the header), and to change them
if necessary.  When you select the Write dtprocess.head button, a new header file called
dtprocess.head is written to the current working directory.  This new header consists of the
selected header (from either the header file list or the image file list) modified by the information
in the menu .

Figure 4.  Setup menu.

Input:
A header or image file with information about how the images were collected, that is, with all
the detector, source, scan, and image properties.
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Output:
A header file dtprocess.head with information about how the images were collected with
up-to-date non-uniformity of response information, spatial distortion information, accurate
direct beam (i.e. detector) position, and scan (image naming) template.

To setup for processing:

1. Select a header file by clicking on either a header file in the header list or an image file in the
image list.  If you click on an image file, the header is automatically extracted from the image file
and made available to dtprocess.  You may also choose files from other directories and/or
update the lists, but in this case you must select File / Header template... or File / Image file
template... in the menubar.  When you select a header, the calibration information in that header
is displayed in the menu.

2. Set the Setup menu options:

Non-uniformity type
Select the method of non-uniformity response correction that you wish to apply to images.

None
No correction will be applied.  No pixels will be flagged as bad.  Use this method only
for test purposes or if you have flagged bad pixels by some other method, such as a
resolution cutoff.

Simple mask
No correction will be applied, but a separate image file will be used to flag bad pixels,
such as those in the shadow of the beam stop.  Any pixels with a value of 0 in this
separate file will be flagged as bad to d*TREK.  Specify this separate file in the Non-
uniformity file field.  You can create this file in dtdisplay with the Edit / Erase (edit
nonunf) mode option in the menubar, then File / Save as....  You can combine files
with the dtnonunfedit program.  Choose this non-uniformity type for imaging plate
images and pre-corrected CCD detector images.

Dark & Nonunf
Each pixel will be corrected by subtracting a dark current value and multiplying by a
non-uniformity scale factor.  The dark current value comes from an image specified in
the Dark file field.  The non-uniformity scale factor comes from an image specified in
the Non-uniformity file field.  Bad pixels are flagged in the non-uniformity file.  Choose
this non-uniformity type for uncorrected SBC-CAT CCD images.  The non-uniformity
file can be created by the calibrate program and edited with the dtnonunfedit program.
The dark image file should be the average of several dark images for the same exposure
time as the images to be processed.  Use dtcollect to create dark images and dtdisplay
and/or dtaverage to average them.
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Spatial distortion type
Select the method to convert from detector pixels to millimeters and vice versa.

Simple
Pixel positions are simply multiplied by a scale factor to get millimeters.  Specify the
pixel size in millimeters (i.e., the scale factors) in each direction in the Pixel size (mm)
fields.  Choose this method for imaging plate images and corrected CCD images.

Interp. tables
Pixel positions are converted to millimeters by lookup and interpolation tables created
by the calibrate program.  Specify the interpolation tables basename in the Interp table
basename field.  Choose this spatial distortion method for uncorrected SBC-CAT CCD
images.

Det distance (mm)
Set the crystal to detector distance in millimeters.  The initial value comes from the selected
image or header.  Normally this does not need to be changed.

Det theta (deg)
Set the detector swing or theta angle in degrees.  The initial value comes from the selected
image or header.  Normally this does not need to be changed.

Direct beam (px)
Specify the pixel position that the direct beam would impinge on the detector when the
detector has no rotations and no translations applied.  That is, the swing angle of detector is
0 and the translations of the detector (X/Trans1 and Y/Trans2) are 0.  If these values are
incorrect or not compensated by the detector X and Y translations, then indexing, refinement
and prediction will be virtually impossible. The single most frequent reason for failure to
index and refine crystal properties is incorrect values specified here.

Scan template
Specify the scan template which is an image filename filter with question marks (?).  The ?s
will be filled in by the sequence numbers of images contained in the scan to generate the
image filenames.  Images that match the scan template will appear in the  Images list.

3. Select Write dtprocess.head to write a new header file called dtprocess.head in the current
directory.  The dtprocess.head file normally will be used for input to the subsequent steps
(Find, Index) of dtprocess.  This command differs from the File / Save As... command in that
the Setup menu items (non-uniformity type, spatial distortion type, etc.) replace the original ones
in the selected header.  You may edit the resulting dtprocess.head file with the Edit / Edit
header items... command in the menubar.
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4.6  Find spots

The Find menu finds reflection centroids in a single image or a collection of images by running
the dtfind module.  The reflection centroids are written to the dtfind.ref file by default.  The
found reflection centroids are subsequently used in an autoindexing or refinement step.  Select
Find in the flow chart to view the Find menu as shown in the figure below.

Figure 5.  Find menu

Generally, one needs to find 50-70 reflection centroids for subsequent autoindexing and
refinement to work properly.  The number needed can vary, depending on the centroid accuracy,
location in reciprocal space, and spatial distortion calibration.  Fewer or more reflections can be
used.

The prerequisites to finding reflection centroids are a knowledge of the properties of images from
which one is finding reflections and proper spatial distortion and non-uniformity calibrations.  Set
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these in the Setup menu (see above, section 4.5) which is the previous step in the dtprocess
flowchart.

Input:
A header file such as  dtprocess.head  with complete information about a scan of images.
Any image files that will be read and searched for spots.

Output:
A reflection list file  dtfind.ref  with reflection centroids.
A script file dtfind.scom  and a log file dtfind.log that has the average spot size in pixels
and degrees.

To find spots:

1. Select a header file by clicking on one in the header list or in the header file selection dialog
that may have appeared when you selected Find in the flowchart.  This will usually be the
dtprocess.head  created by the Setup menu.

2. Select the image or images in which to find spots from the image list by clicking or dragging
the mouse cursor over the image names.  You may add to your selections by holding the ctrl key
down while making more selections.

3. Set the Find menu options:

Image sequence
Specify a single range of image sequence numbers in which to find spots.  This is less
versatile than selecting images with the image list and is limited to a  single  range of one or
more images.

Display
Select this toggle button to tell an active dtdisplay process to display images and spots as
dtfind proceeds.

2D search
Force a 2D search when a 3D range of images is given.  If a single image is given, a 2D
search is automatically performed.

Sigma
Sigma level above the average background for a pixel to be considered a peak.  If sigma is 0
dtfind works faster, since it does not have to calculate an average background and its
standard deviation.  In this case,  Minimum is the minimum threshold.

Minimum
Minimum pixel value for a pixel to be consider a peak.  The Minimum is compared to non-
uniformity corrected pixel values.  The actual threshold used is the maximum of Minimum
and Sigma above the average background.
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Peak filter
Peak size filter specified as the number of pixels in a 3x3 area that must be above the threshold
(Sigma, Minimum) for a peak to be considered a reflection.  If spots are large, you might
want to make this 9. If the spots are small, you might make this 4.  Peak filter helps
distinguish between true spots and noise in the images.

Box size
Window or box size in pixels in the fast and slow directions.  In 2D search mode if these are
both set to 0, then dtfind will try to determine the box size for each spot automatically.  Of
course, this will take extra computational power and time.  A good box size is 2 to 3 times
larger than the biggest spot, but without intruding more than half way into neighboring spots.

Padding
The padding in images for 3D shoeboxes (in 3D search mode only) at the start and end in the
rotation angle direction.  In order to completely contain a 3D peak with a 3D shoebox or
volume, pad by 2-4 images and have a Box size large enough.  If any significant peak intensity
is on the edge of a shoebox, dtfind rejects the centroid determined for that peak, thus
Padding is important to ensure that the peak goes down to background in the rotation angle
direction.

Show more options
If set, the advanced options below are displayed.

Background rect
Rectangle size of a region of pixels for determining the background average and standard
deviation.  The default is to divide the image into 64 regions with width and height one-
eighth of the full size.

Circle limit
Center of search circle and inner and outer radii in pixels.  dtfind will search for peaks only
within the specified limits.  The default is to search the entire image.

Rect limit
Search rectangle specified as start1, start2, end1, end2.  dtfind will search for peaks only
within the specified limits.  The default is to search the entire image, less a small border of 1%
around the edges.

Dump interval
In 3D search mode only, specifies how often to write shoeboxes to disk files for viewing later
with dtdisplay.  If greater than 0, every Dump intervalth shoebox will be written to disk as a
non-uniformity-corrected image file.  The dumped shoeboxes are written to the files
dtfindref????.img.

4. Select Run find to run the dtfind program.  A summary of a typical log file called
dtfind.log which is created is shown following:
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1 dtfind:  Copyright (c) 1996 Molecular Structure Corporation
2 ...
3 File /user4/jwp/DATA/NUCL4/nucl4001.osc successfully opened.
4 Find object listing:
5 Sigma: 0
6 Minimum: 2000
7 Circle lim: 950, 950, 0, 1343
8 Rect lim: 19, 1881, 19, 1881
9 Spot wind.: 30, 30
10 Peak filt.: 6
11 Back. tile: 237, 237
12 Pad: 3
13 Seq. num.: 1, 1
14 Image dim.: 1900, 1900
15 3D dump: 0
16 There were 554 preliminary reflections found in a 2D search.
 
17 Average peak 3sigma size in pixels:
18    7.99 by   6.69 pixels.
 
19 dtfind: There were 553 spots found.
20 dtfind: Spots written to dtfind.ref
21 DTREK_STATUS: 0

If the sequence range had included multiple contiguous images and the 2D method was not
specified, then lines 17-18 in the output above would have also included the peak size in degrees:
 
17 Average peak 3sigma size in pixels and degrees:
18   11.82 by   9.87 pixels by  0.66 degrees.
 
If Box size is incorrectly chosen, reflection centroids may not be accurate and subsequent
autoindexing and refinement will fail.  If the crystal is slipping during data collection, it will have
multiple orientations and subsequent steps will fail.  If the crystal is twinned or cracked, reflection
centroids may come from different crystal fragments with different orientations and subsequent
steps will fail.

For the lowest residuals during refinement between observed and calculated reflection centroids,
it is best to have spots from a narrow rotation range.  For a better refinement of detector position
and crystal properties, it is better to have spots from a wider rotation range.

Please refer to the dtfind documentation for additional information.
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4.7  Index spots

The Index menu indexes reflection centroids in the selected reflection list to elucidate the crystal
unit cell dimensions, the crystal orientation, the suggested Laue class, and spacegroup.  Select
Index in the flowchart to view the Index menu as shown in the figure below.

Figure 6.  Index menu

Input:
A header file such as  dtprocess.head with complete information about a scan of images.
A reflection list with spot centroids such as dtfind.ref.

Output:
A header file dtindex.head which is a copy of the input header file with the crystal
information (unit cell parameters, crystal orientation, and spacegroup) added.
A script file  dtindex.scom  and an output log file  dtindex.log.
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To index spots:

1. Select a header file by clicking on one in the Header list.

2. Select a reflnlist by clicking on one in the Reflnlists list.

3. Set the Index menu options:

Use Fourier method
When set, a direct space cosine Fourier map is calculated within a hemisphere with a radius
of maximum cell length.  This map is searched for 3 non-coplanar peaks which define the
crystal lattice.   If not set, a reciprocal space algorithm is used.

User chooses solution
If set, the user is prompted to select the desired solution from a list of solutions.  If not set,
the dtindex program will automatically select a solution.

Spacegroup num
If User chooses solution is not set, then a lattice type consistent with the Spacegroup num
is selected —  regardless of the least squares residual.  If User chooses solution is set, and a
solution consistent with the input spacegroup number is selected, then the input spacegroup
is used in the output header.  A Spacegroup num of 0 indicates no user preference. In this
case, the output header will have the lowest symmetry spacegroup consistent with the
selected lattice type.

Max residual
Maximum allowed least squares residual for a solution to be listed.  dtindex fits the reduced
primitive cell to 44 lattice characters.  Only those solutions with a residual less than or equal
to Max residual are displayed.  Typically, residuals greater than 5 are not valid solutions.
The maximum residual is 100.  The default of 10 reduces output and helps make it easier to
choose the correct solution.

Max cell length
Maximum cell length in Ångstroms to search.  If this is 0, then dtindex tries to determine a
maximum cell length on its own which is subject to errors.

Max diffs
Maximum number of difference vectors to use in the calculations.  With more difference
vectors the calculations take more time and the residuals will be larger.  With fewer
differences, the calculations take less time and solutions may be missed.  If 0, dtindex picks
an appropriate number.

Grid size
Grid size in Ångstroms for the direct space Fourier map.  This is not used if the Fourier
method is not selected.  If 0, then dtindex selects an appropriate grid size.
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Use known cell
Forces dtindex to look at vectors that match a known unit cell found in the input header.
Use Edit / Header items... / Cell props.  The unit cell in the header is converted to a
reduced primitive cell based on the spacegroup in the header.  dtindex will search for this
reduced primitive cell.

Cell errors
If Use known cell is set, then the cell in the header is used, and the cell errors are specified
here.  If these are 0, then a 3% error is used.

4. Select Run index to run the dtindex program.  A summary of a typical log file called
dtindex.log  that is created is shown following:

1 dtindex:  Copyright (c) 1996 Molecular Structure Corporation
2 ...
3 Reciprocal lengths of shortest difference vectors:
4 72.6744
5 60.6784
6 57.6331
7 50.2659
8 42.3718
 
9 Method:     Direct space cosine Fourier transform
10 Out header: dtindex.head
11 Max cell:   68.0689
12 Num diffs:  50
13 Spacegroup: 0
14 Verbose:    1
 
15 Performing direct space cosine Fourier transform indexing ...
16 Suggested grid interval is: 1.5
17 Suggested max cell is:      112.5
18 Actual grid interval is:    1.5
19 Actual max cell is:         112.5
20 Start peak minimum: 0.924801
21 Used  peak minimum: 0.924801
22 Number of peaks found: 4
23 Start peak minimum: 0.647361
24 Used  peak minimum: 0.647361
25 Number of peaks found: 5
 
26 Least-squares fit of reduced primitive cell to 44 lattice characters
27 sorted on decreasing (highest to lowest) symmetry.
28 Only solutions with residuals <=  10.0 are listed.
29 ======================================================================
30 Soln  LeastSq Spgrp Cent         Bravais         a         b         c
31  num residual  num* type            type     alpha      beta     gamma
32 ======================================================================
33    4    3.789    75    P      tetragonal    71.698    71.698   106.730
34                                             90.000    90.000    90.000
35 
36    6    3.735    21    C    orthorhombic   100.969   101.820   106.730
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37                                             90.000    90.000    90.000
38 
39    9    3.677     5    C      monoclinic   100.969   101.820   106.730
40                                             90.000    90.335    90.000
41 
42   10    1.130    16    P    orthorhombic    69.244    74.070   106.730
43                                             90.000    90.000    90.000
44 
45   11    0.638     3    P      monoclinic    74.070    69.244   106.730
46                                             90.000    90.457    90.000
47 
48   13    0.000     1    P       triclinic    69.244    74.070   106.730
49                                             90.457    90.000    90.482
50 
51 ======================================================================
52 *Suggested spacegroup number until systematic absences are examined.
53 Enter solution number of your choice: 10
54 Solution number 10 selected.
 
55 Unit cell parameters and orientation angles
56 ======================================================================
57       Integer         a         b         c
58 Num  residual     alpha      beta     gamma     Rot1     Rot2     Rot3
59 ======================================================================
60   1     0.044    69.241    74.081   106.637  155.782   30.261  102.479
61                  89.463    90.013    89.579
 
62   2     0.044    69.241    74.081   106.637 -155.782  -30.261  -77.521
63                  90.537    89.987    89.579
 
64   3     0.044    69.241    74.081   106.637   24.218  -30.261  -77.521
65                  90.537    90.013    90.421
 
66   4     0.044    69.241    74.081   106.637  -24.218   30.261  102.479
67                  89.463    89.987    90.421
 
68 ======================================================================
69 Enter your choice: 1
70 Orientation angles choice 1 selected.
 
71 Crystal listing:
 
72 Unit cell lengths:   69.2409   74.0809  106.6370
73 Unit cell  angles:   90.0000   90.0000   90.0000
74 Unit cell  volume: 546986.750
75 Orientation angles:  155.7821   30.2615  102.4790
76 Mosaicity:    0.300
77 Description: unknown
 
78 Spacegroup number: 16
79 name: P222
80 Num. equiv. posns: 4
81 dtindex - Wrote header file dtindex.head
82 DTREK_STATUS: 0
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Lines 3-8 The reciprocal lengths in Ångstroms of the shortest reciprocal lattice difference
vectors are listed.  These often (but not always!) suggest the longest unit cell
length.  Sometimes the difference vector indicating the longest cell length is not
available from the input reflection list.  Sometimes a split, cracked or twinned crystal
will give extraordinarily long lengths which is diagnostic of these conditions.

Lines 15-19 A direct space cosine Fourier map is calculated for a hemisphere volume with radius
112.5 Å and grid size 1.5 Å.  If the maximum cell length of the crystal is larger than
the Actual max cell (line 19), then it will be impossible to get an initial cell, so set
Max cell length in the menu and re-run.  For small cell lengths, if the Actual grid
interval (line 18) is too large, then it will be difficult to get a solution, set Grid
size in the menu and re-run.

Line 20 An initial minimum peak height in the Fourier map is determined and listed.  Since
the origin of the Fourier map (point 0,0,0) is normalized to have a value of 1, a peak
minimum of 0.9 or greater suggests that a solution to indexing will be found.  Initial
peak minimums below 0.9 suggest a problem such as incorrect grid size, incorrect
spatial distortion, incorrect direct beam position, incorrect detector position, or a
split, cracked, or twinned crystal.

Line 22 Four peaks were found with a height above the minimum and at least 3 were non-
coplanar and define a 3-dimensional lattice.  If at least 3 non-coplanar peaks were
not found, the peak minimum would have been lowered by 5% and the Fourier map
searched again.  This will be repeated until a solution is found or the minimum peak
height is 0.3.

Lines 23-25 Just in case, after 3 non-coplanar peaks are found the peak minimum is reduced to
70% of the original value and the Fourier map is searched again.

Lines 26-51 The 3 non-coplanar peaks are used to determine a reduced primitive cell.  This
reduced primitive cell is then fit with a least-squares procedure (Anderson &
Bernstein, 1988; Paciorek & Bonin, 1992) to the 44 lattice characters (Int. Tables
Vol. A, pp. 746).  The solutions with residuals less than or equal to 10 are listed in
order of decreasing symmetry.  The dtindex residual is NOT the same residual as in
the HKL/denzo software.  Usually, residuals below 5 have been solutions.  Any
lattice symmetry must be ultimately confirmed by examining symmetry in the
diffraction intensities!

Line 53 Since User chooses solution in the menu was set, the user is prompted to select a
solution.  Solution 10 was selected.

Lines 55-68 The orientation angles for the selected cell and lattice are displayed sorted on an
Integer residual.  Residuals greater than 0.10 are considered poor solutions and
suggest a problem such as incorrect spatial distortion, incorrect direct beam
position, incorrect detector position, or a split, cracked, or twinned crystal.  In
general, orientations with the same residual are equivalent.

Line 69 The user is prompted to select a solution and number 1 was selected.
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Lines 71-80 The crystal cell properties are listed.  Note that indexing does not determine the
crystal mosaicity, but nevertheless a default value is listed (line 76).

Line 90 The resulting unit cell properties is written to the output header file dtindex.head
which can be used as input to the next step:  Refine.

Overcoming perceived problems

If there are problems indexing, try the following:

1. Make sure the detector, source and scan properties in the input header file are accurate.  In
particular, make sure the detector translations (i.e. direct beam position on detector, crystal to
detector distance) and the scan rotation axis are correct.  Make sure the calculated or input
Max cell length is large enough.

2. Make sure the crystal is not outrageously split, cracked, twinned.  Expose images 90° and 45°
away from the original image to double check.

3. Use a different image in  Find to get reflection centroids.

4. Use reflections from more than one image as input to indexing.  These images could be 10° or
more separated in rotation angle.  Generally, the fewer images used, the better.  If the rotation
axis is specified incorrectly (i.e. it has a slight tilt not specified in the input header), this could
lead to problems.  However, small tilts in the rotation axis can be refined in the Refine
module.

5. Use 3D reflection centroids from a single wedge (a contiguous set of images) or from more
than one wedge.

6. Use a higher Sigma and/or Minimum cutoff in Find, or select reflections with the
dtreflnmerge module.

7. Use a different number of  Max diffs.  Both smaller and larger numbers could be tried.

8. Use a different method of autoindexing by toggling the  Use Fourier method control.

9. Try Use known cell if you know the unit cell dimensions.

10. Accept a triclinic cell and refine the detector position, then re-index.
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4.8  Refine spots

The Refine menu refines the crystal, crystal goniometer, detector goniometer and source
properties in order to reduce the differences between observed and calculated reflection centroids.
The dtdisplay program can display the observed and calculated reflection centroids, so the
progress and validity of refinement can be judged.  Select Refine in the flowchart to view the
Refine menu as show in the figure below.

Input:
A header file such as dtindex.head or dtrefine.head with complete information about the
crystal, detector, source, and scan properties.
A reflection list with spot centroids such as dtfind.ref.

Output:
A header file  dtrefine.head with refined crystal, detector, and source properties.

Figure 7.  Refine menu, interactive menu.
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A scratch reflection list file dtrefinetmp.ref with observed and calculated reflection
centroids that can be plotted by the dtdisplay program.
A script file  dtrefine.scom  and an output log file  dtrefine.log.

To refine spots:

1. Select a header file and reflection list file from the Header and Reflnlists lists, respectively.

2. Set the Refine menu options:

Macros
Interactive dialog

With this mode (see Figure 7 above), users can select which parameters to refine and
which to hold fixed with a click of the mouse.  A green square means the parameter is
refined.  If the Flow chart mode is Auto run next or Auto strategy, then the
refinement strategy set with the Interactive dialog will be used for the second
refinement pass —  regardless if another Macro  is first selected.

Figure 8.  Refine menu, custom macros.
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Custom macros
With a custom macro, users have access to nearly unlimited refinement schemes.
Macros are found in the Dtprocess resource file.  This file should be edited to save
macros for re-use.  The macro syntax is that of the dtrefine command line options.  In
fact, the macro is simply used as is for the command line option (with the last -go option
implicit and thus not needed).  The custom macro menu is shown in the Figure 8.

The following text lists the 19 different properties that can be refined or fixed.  The command line
option is also listed for use in a custom macro.  Preceed a property with + to refine it and a - to
fix it.  In the discussion below, text in Courier font indicates a dtrefine command line option
that can be used in a refinement macro.

Crystal Command line option for macros
All cell Cell lengths and angles +CrysCell

All lengths Cell lengths a*, b*, c* +CrysLength
a* Cell length a* +CrysAstar
b* Cell length b* +CrysBstar
c* Cell length c* +CrysCstar

All angles Cell angles  α*, β*, γ* +CrysAngles
alpha* Cell angle  α* +CrysAlps
beta* Cell angle  β* +CrysBets
gamma* Cell angle  γ* +CrysGams

All rots Crystal orientation angles +CrysRot
Rot1 Crystal orientation angle around X +CrysRot1
Rot2 Crystal orientation angle around Y +CrysRot2
Rot3 Crystal orientation angle around Z +CrysRot3

All crystal Crystal cell (lengths and angles), +CrysAll
crystal orientation and mosaicity

Mosaicity Crystal  mosaicity +CrysMosaicity
Detector

All trans Detector translations along X, Y, Z +DetTrans
X/Trans1 Detector translation along X +DetTrans1
Y /Trans2 Detector translation along Y +DetTrans2
Dist/Trans3 Detector translation along Z +DetTrans3

All rots Detector rotation around Z, X, Y +DetRot
Rot1 Detector rotation around Z +DetRot1
Swing/Rot2 Detector rotation around X +DetRot2
Rot3 Detector rotation around Y +DetRot3

All detector All detector translations and rotations +DetAll
Source

All rots Source vector rotations around X & Y +SourceRot
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Rot1 Source vector rotations around X +SourceRot1
Rot2 Source vector rotations around Y +SourceRot2

Wavelength Source wavelength +SourceWave

Display
If set, an active dtdisplay will display the reflections with a vector drawn between the
observed and calculated detector positions, as shown in the following figures ( -display):

Sigma
Minimum Intensity/SigmaI for reflections used in refinement ( -sigma fSigma).

Resolution
Resolution range in Ångstroms  for reflections used in refinement ( -reso fReso1 fReso2).

Rej limits
Maximum difference between observed and calculated Xmm, Ymm and rotation angle for
reflections used in refinement ( -rej fRejX fRejY fRejRot).

Cycles
Maximum number of cycles of least squares refinement to perform ( -cycles nCycles).

Rel weight
Relative weight between millimeter and rotation angle residuals ( -weight fRotWeight).

3. Select Run refine to run the dtrefine program.  The command line option to run a
macrocycle of refinement is -go.  A summary of a typical log file called dtrefine.log which is
created is shown following:

1 dtrefine:  Copyright (c) 1996 Molecular Structure Corporation
2 Header of file dtindex.head successfully read.
3 ...
4 Crystal listing:

Figure 9.  Zoom of well fit reflection
centroid.

Figure 10.  Zoom of poorly fit
reflection centroid.
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5 Unit cell lengths:   69.2409   74.0809  106.6370
6 Unit cell  angles:   90.0000   90.0000   90.0000
7 Unit cell  volume: 546986.812
8 Orientation angles:  155.7820   30.2610  102.4790
9 Mosaicity:    0.300
10 Description: unknown
 
11 Spacegroup number: 16
12 name: P222
13 Num. equiv. posns: 4
 
14 CRYSTAL_Goniometer listing:
 
15 Description: Eulerian 3-circle
16 Number of values: 3
 
17          Name    Datum   Current  Units   Vector
18 =====================================================================
19         Omega    0.000   Unknown    deg   (  1.000,   0.000,   0.000)
20           Chi    0.000   Unknown    deg   (  0.000,   1.000,   0.000)
21           Phi    0.000   Unknown    deg   (  1.000,   0.000,   0.000)
22 =====================================================================
 
23 Source listing:
 
24 Single wavelength: 1.5418
25 Polarization: 0.5, 1, 0, 0
26 Intensity: 0
 
27 RX_Detector listing:
 
28 Pixel dimensions: 1900, 1900
29 Nominal size in mm: 193.23, 199.5
30 Description: RAXIS conversion
 
31 RX_Goniometer listing:
 
32 Description: UNKNOWN
33 Number of values: 6
 
34          Name    Datum   Current  Units   Vector
35 =====================================================================
36          RotZ    0.000   Unknown    deg   (  0.000,   0.000,   1.000)
37    RotX/Swing    0.000   Unknown    deg   ( -1.000,   0.000,   0.000)
38          RotY    0.000   Unknown    deg   (  0.000,   1.000,   0.000)
39        TransX    0.000   Unknown     mm   (  1.000,   0.000,   0.000)
40        TransY    0.000   Unknown     mm   (  0.000,   1.000,   0.000)
41   TransZ/Dist   98.000   Unknown     mm   (  0.000,   0.000,  -1.000)
42 =====================================================================
43 DetResolution min: 154180
44 DetResolution max: 1.6678
 
45 Refine resol min: 99999
46 Refine resol max: 1e-05
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47 I/sigma cutoff:   0
48 Rejection limits: 1, 1, 2
49 Rel. rot. weight: 9999
 
50 Refinement results
51 ========================================================
52 Crystal
53                a, b, c:    68.6284    73.7186   106.5789
54                 Sigmas:     0.0170     0.0102     0.0235
55                 Shifts:     0.0000     0.0000     0.0000
 
56     alpha, beta, gamma:    90.0000    90.0000    90.0000
57                 Sigmas:     fixed      fixed      fixed
58                 Shifts:     fixed      fixed      fixed
 
59  Crys Rot1, Rot2, Rot3:   155.773     29.915    102.325
60                 Sigmas:     0.0094     0.0029     0.0084
61                 Shifts:     0.0000     0.0000     0.0000
 
62              Mosaicity:     0.300
63                  Sigma:     0.0000
64                  Shift:     0.0000
65 ========================================================
66 Detector:  0
67 Trans1, Trans2, Trans3:     0.074      0.069     97.871
68                 Sigmas:     0.1201     0.1350     0.2432
69                 Shifts:     0.0000     0.0000     0.0000
 
70   Det Rot1, Rot2, Rot3:     0.056     -0.026     -0.034
71                 Sigmas:     0.1259     0.0640     0.0724
72                 Shifts:     0.0017     0.0000     0.0000
73 ========================================================
74 Source
75 Wavelength, Rot1, Rot2:     1.5418     0.000      0.000
76                 Sigmas:     fixed      fixed      fixed
77                 Shifts:     fixed      fixed      fixed
78 ========================================================
79 Refinement residuals
80 rmsResid (mm)  = 0.271192
81 rmsResid (Deg) = 0.292639
82 ========================================================
 
83 Reflections in list:  553
84 Reflections accepted: 514
85 Reflections rejected: 39
86 Reflections ignored:  0  (Outside I/sigI or Resolution limits)
 
87 dtrefine - Wrote header file dtrefine.head
88 DTREK_STATUS: 0

Lines 4-13 The original or starting crystal properties in the input header are listed.
Lines 14-22 The original crystal goniometer properties are listed.
Lines 23-26 The original source properties are listed.
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Lines 27-42 The original or starting detector properties and position are listed.
Lines 43-44 The minimum and maximum resolution in Ångstroms of pixels on the detector are

computed and listed.
Lines 45-49 The input (command line) options to  dtrefine are listed.
Lines 50-78 The refinement results (refined crystal, detector and source properties) are listed.

The shifts shown are for the last cycle and should be very close to 0.0000.  Any
property not refined will have the word “fixed” in the output or possibly 0.0000
for the estimated standard deviation.

Lines 79-82 The root-mean-square residuals for the observed reflection centroids in millimeters
and degrees are shown.  Residuals depend on spot centroid variances which
depend on the size of the detector pixels, whether the reflection centroids are from
2D (single image) or 3D (multiple images) data, the detector calibration, the spot
size, the crystal mosaicity, the image rotation angle increment, etc.  For 2D data,
the residuals will be higher than with 3D data.  Typical values for 2D data when
the image rotation width is less than the mosaicity are 0.1-0.4 mm and 0.1 to 0.5
degrees.  For 3D data, these values are 0.05-0.1 mm and 0.05-0.1 degrees.

Lines 83-86 The number of input reflections is listed along with the number used in the
refinement.  Those reflections which are rejected exceeded the rejection limits for
the differences between observed and calculated centroid or were too close to the
rotation axis.  Those reflections that are ignored did not pass the Intensity/SigmaI
and resolution limits.

2D vs. 3D reflection centroids in refinement

The size and pixel coordinates of reflections will change as they pass through the Ewald sphere
due to crystal mosaicity, source divergence, and source bandwidth (∆λ/λ).  Thus, the reflection
centroids will be different for 2D data and 3D data.  This is illustrated in the figures of dtdisplay
below which show an 80 by 80 pixel portion of 3 adjacent images of 0.25° rotation width along
with an overlay of these images (i.e. 0.75° width).  Each image was searched for spots and ellipses
drawn centered on the observed spot positions.  The overlay clearly shows the shifts in the spot
centroids.  Thus, the rms errors (lines 80-81 in the output above) from 2D data will be larger than
from 3D data.  It should also be clear if a 2D reference profile is applied to a partial reflection
while integrating with a profile-fitting method, the reference profile must be oriented properly.
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Refinement strategy

The radius of convergence of the refinement algorithm is small so the starting properties should be
very close before trying a refinement.  This is usually the case if indexing has given a solution.  If
the starting crystal and detector properties are not close to the true values, one might increase the
Rej limits so more reflections are included in the refinement.  However, there is a danger they
will be increased too much and refinement will converge away from the true answer.  It is
sometimes better to use only low resolution reflections at first because the radius of convergence
with them is larger.  Then use high resolution reflections to get the more accurate results.  With
good reflection centroids, it is best to use all reflections.

Sometimes it is useful to fix or not refine a property.  In the Interactive dialog a green box
means a property is refined, so click on it to fix it.  Some properties are not refined because of the

0.00° - 0.25° 0.50° - 0.75°0.25° - 0.50°

Overlay of above 3 images.

Figure 11.  2D vs. 3D spot considerations
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choice of spacegroup.  For example, in orthorhombic cells α*, β*, and γ* are not refined.  With
input reflections found in a single image, the crystal rotation around the source and the detector
rotation around the source are correlated, so one of them should be fixed. The same is true for the
detector translation along Y and the detector rotation around X (the swing angle).  It is a good
idea to fix one of them.  With input reflections from widely spaced rotation values, these
correlations should not be a problem. The crystal to detector distance can be refined even with
reflections from a single image, especially if you have a tetragonal or higher spacegroup.  With
lower symmetry spacegroups, you should use 3D data, 2D data from widely different in rotation
angles, or fix the detector distance.

Sometimes refinement works better if you fix most properties and refine only a few at a time.
Common sense should dictate the order of properties that are fixed and refined.  For example, if
you know the unit cell parameters from previous work, a*, b*, c* and  α*, β*, γ* can be initially
fixed.  If the detector has just been moved, refine the detector translations first, then the crystal
orientation angles, then the unit cell parameters, then everything.  The detector distance should be
fixed if there are reflections from a narrow rotation range and a crystal principal axis is nearly
parallel to the source.

The refinement scheme used is stored in the dtrefine.head output header in the keyword
DTREFINE_OPTIONS and is also used during integration.  Every few images (specified by the
Integrate menu Batch option) the integrated reflection centroids are used to refine the crystal
and detector properties.  Thus, the settings of the Refine menu are important for integration, too.
If desired, edit the refinement scheme by selecting Edit / Edit header items... / All properties /
DTREFINE_OPTIONS.

Note:  In Auto strategy or Auto run next flowchart modes, the refinement scheme specified by
the Interactive dialog menu/macro will be used for the second refinement pass.  The first
refinement pass may use any of the Macros.  Since the refinement scheme is added to the output
dtrefine.head header and this header is often the input header to Integrate, the Interactive
dialog  usually specifies the refinement scheme used during integration.
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4.9  Predict spots

The Predict menu predicts the reflections that would appear on a range of images.  It is typically
used to further confirm the results of the refinement step and to better estimate the crystal
mosaicity if it was not refined previously as would occur if 2D data were used for indexing.
Predicted reflections are written to the file dtpredict.ref and are readily displayed with
dtdisplay.  Select Predict in the flowchart to view the Predict menu as shown in the figure
below.

Figure 12.  Predict menu.

Input:
A header file such as dtrefine.head with complete information about the crystal, detector,
source, and scan properties.
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Output:
A reflection list file  dtpredict.ref  with calculated reflection centroids that can be plotted
by the dtdisplay program.
A script file  dtpredict.scom, an output log file  dtpredict.log, and possibly a new header
file  dtpredict.head.

To predict spots:

1. Select a header file from the Header list.  This header must contain all the crystal, detector,
source, scan, and image properties required to make a prediction.

2. Select the rotation range with one of three methods:
a. Select the image or single  range of images from the Images list.
b. Select the image sequence start and end with the Image sequence text fields.
c. Select the angular rotation range in degrees in the  Rot range text fields.

3. Set the other Predict menu options:

Display
If set, an active dtdisplay will display the reflection list after it is predicted.  You may also
use the dtdisplay  File / Load refln list... dialog to load the dtpredict.ref file.  Note that
reflections will be drawn with the size, symbol, and color set in the dtdisplay Edit / Refln
view props... dialog.  Normally, reflections with a rotation range outside of that in the
dtdiplay Rot start and Rot end text fields will be drawn with a rectangle symbol, while
those inside will be drawn with an ellipse.

Resolution
Set the resolution range in Ångstroms.  Only reflections that will appear on the detector are
predicted, but the resolution range may be restricted further with this option.

Crystal mosaicity
If not 0, the specified crystal mosaicity overrides the value found in the input header.  In
addition, a new header named  dtpredict.head  will be written with the updated value for
crystal mosaicity.

List props
If set, the log file will be more verbose and show the properties  used to predict reflections.

No bad pixels
If set, reflections that fall on pixels flagged as bad will not appear in the output list.

4. Select Run predict to run the dtpredict program.  A summary of a typical log file called
dtpredict.log  which is created is shown following:

1 Header of file dtrefine.head successfully read.
2 RX_NONUNF_TYPE: >>None<<
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3 Crystal mosaicity:  0.7
4 dtpredict: There were 1300 reflections predicted.
5 dtpredict: Reflections written to dtpredict.ref

Line 3 The crystal mosaicity used in the prediction is listed.
Line 5 1300 reflections were predicted and written to dtpredict.ref.

The figures below show how to estimate the crystal mosaicity with  dtpredict and dtdisplay.

Figure 13.  Crystal mosaicity set too small; some
spots not predicted.

Figure 14.  Crystal mosaicity set too large; some
predictions have no spots.
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Figure 15.  Crystal mosaicity set correctly.  There
is a good match between predicted and observed
spots.
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Since the crystal mosaicity is often estimated by trial and error when only a single image is
available, a convenient control is provided directly in the Predict menu where mosaicity can be
set.  For other experimental properties, simply select Edit / Edit header items... to make changes
and save the results.  Any crystal, detector, source, or scan property may be changed by editing
the input header.
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4.10  Strategy

The Strategy menu can calculate the best rotation range to achieve a requested minimum percent
completeness.  A previously predicted or collected reflection list may also be input to calculate the
best rotation range to fill in missing data.  There are many ways to use the strategy program.
Select Strategy  in the flowchart to view the Strategy menu as shown in the figure below.

Figure 16.  Strategy menu.

Input:
A header file such as dtrefine.head with complete information about the crystal, detector,
source, and scan properties.

Output:
A header file  dtstrategy.head  with the resultant scan added.
A script file  dtstrategy.scom  and an output log file  dtstrategy.log.
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Optionally, a reflection list file dtstrategy.ref with the predicted reflections for the
resultant scan.

To determine a strategy:

1. Select a header file from the Header list.  This header must contain all the crystal, detector,
source, scan, and image properties required to make a prediction.

2. Set the other Strategy menu options:

Search rot start, end
Sets the rotation range of reflections to predict and search for the best solution.  For higher
symmetry spacegroups, the range may be reduced drastically to save time.

Search resolution
Sets the resolution of reflections to predict and search for the best solution.  Remember that
low resolution reflections may be blocked by the beam stop, while high resolution reflections
may be limited by the detector swing or corners.  Default resolution values of 0,0 indicate a
resolution to the EDGE of the detector and not into the detector corners.  To save time, try
to find a preliminary strategy with a lower resolution range, then use the full range with a
narrower Search rot start, end.

Min % completeness
The minimum acceptable percent completeness for a solution.  If this is set to more than
100%, then dtstrategy will compute the actual percent completeness for the rotation range
specified by Search rot start, end.  The Min % completeness may not be attained if Max
search rot range and/or Search rot start, end are too narrow.  If the symmetry of the
crystal spacegroup is low, then re-oriention (see Orient) of the crystal may be needed to
achieve high (>95%) completeness.

Max search rot range
The maximum allowed rotation range for a solution.  No solution will have a range larger
than this, even if the Min % completeness criteria is met.  This is useful to find the best
strategy when data collection time is limited.  For example, to find the best 50° rotation with
the most completeness, set  Max search rot range to 50.

Cell length scale
Scale factor to apply to unit cell lengths.  If this is less than 1, then prediction and testing for
a solution are faster, but approximate.  In this case, the number of reflections presented in the
dtstrategy results are scaled appropriately to approximate the true number of reflections
involved.

Previous refs
If set, a previous reflection list, specified here, is loaded and retained in all completeness
calculations.  Thus, different scans may be combined to get the best completeness, or fill in
data missing from a previous scan.
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Predicted refs
If set, a predicted reflection list, specified here, is read in and no predictions are done.
However, only reflections in this list which pass the Search rot start, end and Search
resolution criteria are used.  This option is useful if you have previously predicted a large
rotation range with the Predict menu and want to save time when testing several strategy
scenarios.

List params
If set, the -list option is set for dtstrategy which lists crystal, detector, and source
properties found in the input header.

Write reflns
If set, writes the reflections in the solution to dtstrategy.ref.  This file is suitable for input
to a subsequent Strategy run as a Previous refs  file.

3. Select Run strategy to run the dtstrategy program.  A summary of a typical log file called
dtstrategy.log  that is created is shown following:

1 dtstrategy:  Copyright (c) 1997 Molecular Structure Corporation
2 Header of file dtrefine.head successfully read.
3 RX_NONUNF_TYPE: >>None<<
4 Predicting reflections ...
5 ... done.  33578 reflections predicted.
6 Reducing reflnlist to asymmetric unit and sorting ...
7 ... done.
8 Searching for best rotation start and range ...
9 WARNING: Found range of 97.5 exceeds maximum allowed of 90!
10 ... done.
 
11 Strategy results
12 =======================
13 Rotation start:   35.50
14 Rotation end:    117.50
15 Rotation range:   82.00
 
16 Expected Completeness vs Resolution
17 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------
18   Resolution      Calc     Num   Num     Num     Num    Num    Avg  %Comp  %Comp
19      range      unique  reflns  rejs   mults  single unique   mult  shell  cumul
20 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------
21 100.00 -  6.31    1560    3856     0    1224     200   1424   2.85   91.3   91.3
22   6.31 -  4.47    2512    7216     0    2168     248   2416   3.09   96.2   94.3
23   4.47 -  3.65    3040    8952     0    2664     336   3000   3.10   98.7   96.2
24   3.65 -  3.16    3536   10568     0    3080     456   3536   3.12  100.0   97.4
25   3.16 -  2.83    3968   11704     0    3464     504   3968   3.08  100.0   98.1
26   2.83 -  2.58    4496   13328     0    3920     576   4496   3.09  100.0   98.6
27   2.58 -  2.39    4728   14000     0    4120     608   4728   3.09  100.0   98.9
28   2.39 -  2.24    4960   14808     0    4472     488   4960   3.08  100.0   99.1
29   2.24 -  2.11    5240   15568     0    4712     528   5240   3.07  100.0   99.2
30   2.11 -  2.00    5640   15776     0    4904     648   5552   2.96   98.4   99.1
31 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------
32 100.00 -  2.00   39680  115776     0   34728    4592  39320   3.06   99.1   99.1
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33 ***Note: cell length factor was 0.500, so the results above are approximate.***
34 DTREK_STATUS: 0

Lines 4-5 All reflections within the  Search rot start, end range are predicted.
Lines 6-7 All the reflections are reduced to a single asymmetric unit and sorted so that

symmetry equivalent reflections are adjacent in the list.
Line 8 Initial completeness calculated and reflections removed from beginning and end

of the search range while still achieving greater  Min % completeness.
Line 9 The inital range exceeds the allowed  Max rot range and a warning is output.
Line 11-15 The resulting rotation range is listed.  An 82° rotation yields better than 99%

completeness in this example.
Lines 16-32 A completeness table is listed.  Completeness is shown in resolution shells and

cumulatively.  Redundancy ( Avg mult) or multiplicity is also shown.
Line 33 A note is listed that a Cell length factor less than one was used, making the

completeness table approximate.  However, the number of reflections is very
close to what it would be if Cell length factor had been 1, since the reflection
numbers are adjusted for any non-1 Cell length factor.

The Strategy menu will give you the crystal rotation range that best fulfills the completeness
criteria, the best start and end for a given maximum range, or the completeness of a given range.
For speed, set the Cell length scale to 0.5 or less, and limit the resolution range.  When a scan or
rotation range is narrowed down, set the Cell length scale back to 1 and the resolution to the
desired range.  Here are two examples:

Example 1.  What is the best 50° scan possible?
1. Set Max search rot range to 50.
2. Set Min % completeness to 101.
3. Select Run strategy.

Example 2.  What is the completeness of a given scan that was already collected?
1. Set Search rot start, end to match the rotation start and end of the given scan.
2. Set Min % completeness to 101.
3. Set Max search rot range to be larger than the range of the given scan (i.e. 1000).
4. Select Run strategy.

Also, remember that completeness to the resolution at the edge of the detector will be higher than
completeness into the corners of the detector.  You may wish to restrict the Search resolution  in
some cases.
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4.11  Orient the crystal

The Orient menu calculates new crystal goniometer angles to achieve a given crystal orientation
with respect to the laboratory frame.  For example, you may wish to orient the crystal so that
Bijvoet pairs appear simultaneously on the detector.  Select Orient in the flowchart to view the
Orient menu as shown in the figure below.

Figure 17.  Orient menu.

Input:
A header file such as dtrefine.head with complete information about the crystal, detector,
source, and scan properties.

Output:
A header file  dtorient.head with the new crystal goniometer angles.
A script file  dtorient.scom  and an output log file  dtorient.log.
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To get a new orientation:

1. Select a header file from the Header list.  This header must contain all the crystal and crystal
goniometer properties.

2. Set the other Orient menu options:

Crystal vector 1
Select the crystal vector that will be oriented parallel to Lab vector 1.  A real or reciprocal
axis or a diagonal may be selected.

Lab vector 1
Select the laboratory vector or direction to orient Crystal vector 1 along.  Usually, Omega
and X are the same direction.  Also Source and Z are usually the same direction.

Crystal vector 2
Select the crystal vector that will be oriented parallel to Lab vector 2.  A real or reciprocal
axis or a diagonal may be selected.  It should be different from  Crystal vector 1.

Lab vector 2
Select the laboratory vector or direction to orient Crystal vector 2 along.

Rotate crystal by
Set the angle, in degrees, to rotate the crystal by around a vector.

degrees around
Select the laboratory vector or direction to rotate the crystal around.

3. Select Run orient to run the dtorient program.  A summary of a typical log file called
dtorient.log which is created is shown following:

1 dtorient:  Copyright (c) 1997 Molecular Structure Corporation
2 Header of file dtrefine.head successfully read.
3 Command line argument is: >>>a*||Omega<<<
4 Command line argument is: >>>b*||Source<<<
 
5 Orient listing
6 When the crystal goniometer is at:
7                Omega       Chi       Phi
8                  0.000     0.000     0.000
9 the angles between crystal vectors and lab vectors are:
10                                 Crystal vectors
11                   a*        b*        c*        a         b         c
12 Lab vectors:
13    Source      119.919    69.284   142.304   119.919    69.284   142.304
14     Omega      100.778    32.059    60.214   100.778    32.059    60.214
15       Chi       32.187    66.688   110.889    32.187    66.688   110.889
16       Phi      100.778    32.059    60.214   100.778    32.059    60.214
17     Lab X      100.778    32.059    60.214   100.778    32.059    60.214
18     Lab Y       32.187    66.688   110.889    32.187    66.688   110.889
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19     Lab Z      119.919    69.284   142.304   119.919    69.284   142.304
 
20 Solutions to orient request (>> a*||Omega; b*||Source <<):
21    Number      Omega       Chi       Phi
22         0        0.000     0.000     0.000 <- Current goniometer relative zero
23         1     -149.624   100.778   120.513
24         2       30.376  -100.778   -59.487
25         3      -30.376    79.222   -59.487
26         4      149.624   -79.222   120.513
27         5       30.376   100.778   120.513
28         6     -149.624  -100.778   -59.487
29         7      149.624    79.222   -59.487
30         8      -30.376   -79.222   120.513
31 Enter the number of the selected solution: 2
32 Orient listing
33 When the crystal goniometer is at:
34                Omega       Chi       Phi
35                 30.376  -100.778   -59.487
36 the angles between crystal vectors and lab vectors are:
37                                 Crystal vectors
38                   a*        b*        c*        a         b         c
39 Lab vectors:
40    Source       90.000     0.000    90.000    90.000     0.000    90.000
41     Omega        0.000    90.000    90.000     0.000    90.000    90.000
42       Chi       90.000    59.624   149.624    90.000    59.624   149.624
43       Phi      100.778    32.059    60.214   100.778    32.059    60.214
44     Lab X        0.000    90.000    90.000     0.000    90.000    90.000
45     Lab Y       90.000    90.000   180.000    90.000    90.000   180.000
46     Lab Z       90.000     0.000    90.000    90.000     0.000    90.000
47 DTREK_STATUS: 0

Lines 3-4 The input orientation is listed.
Lines 6-8 The starting crystal goniometer relative zero (or datum) position is listed.
Lines 9-19 The angles between the principle crystal vectors and laboratory vectors are listed.

These may help in choosing a more appropriate orientation request.
Lines 20-30 Possible crystal goniometer positions which satisfy the orientation request are

listed.
Line 31 A prompt to choose from the solutions.  Solution 2 is selected.
Lines 26-46 The new angles between the principle crystal vectors and laboratory vectors are

listed.

The starting crystal orientation is found in the input header file.  The resulting orientation is
written to dtorient.head.  The crystal may be oriented so that a mirror plane is perpendicular to
the rotation axis.  In such an orientation, Bijvoet pairs of reflections can be collected
simultaneously which may reduce some systematic errors in anomalous diffraction data.

Note:  A 3-axis crystal goniometer is required to optimally use Orient.  However, a single axis
goniometer with a two-arc goniometer head is equivalent to a 3-axis crystal goniometer.
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4.12  Integrate reflections

The Integrate menu predicts the reflections which would appear on a range of images.
Integrated reflections are written to the file dtintegrate.ref and are readily displayed with
dtdisplay.  Select Integrate in the flowchart to view the Integrate menu as shown in the figure
below.

Figure 18.  Integrate menu.

Input:
A header file such as dtrefine.head with complete information about the crystal, detector,
source, scan and image properties.
A scan of image files.
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Output:
Header files dtintegrate.head with refined crystal, detector, and source properties for each
integration “batch.”
Two reflection list files, dtintegrate.ref and dtprofit.ref, containing the background-
peak-background integrated intensities and the profile-fitted intensities, respectively.
A reflection list file, dtintrejects.ref, with the reflections that were flagged as rejected by
dtintegrate.
A file of three-dimensional reflection profiles, reflnprofiles.profit , that is input to the
dtprofit module.  This file may be deleteted once satisfied with the  dtprofit results.
Several scratch reflection list files named  dtintpred????.ref  with the predicted reflections
for each image in the scan.
A scratch reflection list file  named  dtintrefine.ref  used during refinement.
A scratch reflection list file dtrefinetmp.ref with observed and calculated reflection
centroids that can be plotted by the dtdisplay program.
A script file  dtintegrate.scom  and an output log file  dtintegrate.log  OR
script files  dtintspecial  and dtintspecial.scom  and an output log file
dtintspecial.log.
Note: Many scratch files can be deleted with the  Utils / Purge command in the menubar.

To integrate reflections:

1. Select a header file from the Header list.  This header must contain all the crystal, detector,
source, scan, and image properties required to make a prediction.

2. Select the images from which to integrate reflections with one of three methods:
a. Select the image or single range of images from the Images list.
b. Select the image sequence start and end with the Image sequence text fields.
c. Select the Image sequence option menu and change to Special scans, then select any of 

the image template toggle buttons.

3. Set the other Integrate menu options:

Image sequence
The first and last image in a scan to integrate.  If not using the Images list or Special scans,
set the sequence of images to integrate by entering their numbers.
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Special scans
If this option in the option menu is chosen, then select from 3 image scan templates the
images to display in the Image list.  Select from the Images list the images that you wish to
integrate.  A special script will be generated if multiple image ranges are selected.

Resolution range
Sets the resolution range of reflections to predict and integrate.  Remember that low
resolution reflections may be blocked by the beam stop, while high resolution reflections may
be limited by the detector swing or edges.  If you specify equal minimum and maximum
values, all reflections on the detector are predicted and integrated.

Box size
The integration box size in pixels (fast/first pixel direction, slow/second pixel direction).  A
local background is calculated from pixels within this box after peak pixels are excluded.  It is
normal and OK if neighboring reflections intrude into this box   they will be predicted and
excluded.  Be sure to choose a Box size that completely encloses the Bragg reflection and
allows for changing spot shape and shifting spot positions due to misalignment of the
hardware and/or a slipping crystal.  In dtdisplay, use the circle cursor (Ctrl middle mouse
button) to measure spot dimensions (View / Erase (edit nonunf)  must be inactive).  A
typical Box size will be 2 to 3 times the spot dimensions reported by dtfind.  Box size need
not be square!  The larger the values of Box size, the more memory  dtintegrate will use.

Padding
The number of images to include in a three-dimensional integration volume (a shoebox) both
before and after the predicted rotation width of a Bragg peak.  Padding allows for a shift of
the predicted peak position, for a change in crystal mosaicity, and for background pixels
before and after the Bragg peak lies on the Ewald sphere.  The larger the value of Padding,
the more memory dtintegrate will use.

Minimum peak radius
The minimum radius of a reflection in pixels.  Since spot shape is automatically determined,
this radius should be smaller than the actual spot, so that the algorithm can use it is as a seed
from which to grow the spot shape.  The shape of weak reflections is determined from nearby
strong reflections.

Profile size
Sizes of the transformed local Kabsch 3D profile in degrees.  The first value is the angular
spread of a reflection in directions tangent to the Ewald sphere, while the second is the
angular spread of a reflection in the direction perpendicular to the reciprocal lattice vector
when in the diffraction condition.  Good starting values are 0.5 * arctan(spot_size /
crystal_to_detector_distance) and max(crystal_mosaicity/3, 2 * image_rotation_width).
These are the same as the Kabsch XDS parameters DIVRAD and DIVBET.  For either, if a
value of 0 is used, then an appropriate value is calculated.  For either, if a negative value is
used, then profile analysis is not performed.
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Images per batch
The number of images treated as a batch.  Refinement is done after every batch of images
with the centroids of non-weak reflections found in the images.  Reflections in the batch of
images will all have the same sBatch field in the dtintegrate.ref and dtprofit.ref files.
The larger the value of Images per batch, the more memory dtintegrate will use.  You may
wish to strive to have 100-1000 reflections per batch, so for crystals with large unit cells, you
may set Images per batch to 2 or 3, while for crystals with small unit cells, you may set
Images per batch to 10-20.

Batch prefix
A prefix to use for batch IDs or names given to reflections in the output reflection lists.  Use
this option to distinctly label reflections from different scans and/or crystals.  In the
dtscalemerge program a separate scaling factor will be refined for each batch.  The prefix
should not be longer than 4 characters. The default Batch prefix is no prefix.  If no prefix is
specified here, a batch prefix may be added to any reflection list with the dtreflnmerge
program at a later time.

Display
If set, then an active dtdisplay will display images and reflections as they are predicted,
refined and integrated.  Reflections predicted to be on a displayed image will be drawn as
circles or ellipses, while the Padding will be drawn as squares or rectangles.  Thus, you
should see spots in ellipses and no spots in rectangles.  This is a strong visual cue to whether
prediction and refinement are proceeding correctly.

Wait limit
Maximum number of seconds to wait for a required image to appear before stopping.  The
default value of 0 means do not wait, so if an image can not be found,  dtintegrate will stop.

Dump interval
Specifies when to dump or write reflection shoeboxes to disk.  The non-uniformity corrected
data of every Dump intervalth reflection will be written to disk as an image file with the
name D?????.raw, if Dump interval > 0.  The dumped shoeboxes can be viewed with the
dtdisplay program.

4. Select Run integrate to run the dtintegrate program.  An edited summary of a typical log
file called  dtintegrate.log  that is created is shown following:

1 dtintegrate:  Copyright (c) 1996 Molecular Structure Corporation
2      Header of file dtrefine.head successfully read.
3 RX_NONUNF_TYPE: >>None<<
4 
5 
6 Command line string: >>-reso<<
7 Command line string: >>-window<<
8 Command line string: >>-pad<<
9 Command line string: >>-profsize<<
10 Command line string: >>-batch<<
11 Command line string: >>-display<<
12 Command line string: >>-seq<<
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13 
14 ===============================================
15 Integrate object listing:
16 ===============================================
17 Verbose level:                    1
18 Scan sequence range:              1, 20
19 Resolution range:                 100, 3
20 Images/batch:                     5
21 Batch prefix:
22 Image padding:                    2
23 Window size:                      30, 30
24 Profile size:                     0.5, 0.5
25 ===============================================
26 
27 dtintegrate: 3D method used
28 RX_NONUNF_TYPE: >>None<<
29 
30      File /user4//DATA/NUCL4/nucl4001.osc successfully opened.
31 
32 ==================================================================
33 ==================================================================
34 IMAGE #: 1  (of 20)
35    Name: /user4//DATA/NUCL4/nucl4001.osc
36    Date: 25-Sep-1997
37    Time: 14:53:12
38 ==================================================================
39 
40 Rotation list:
41             Start:   24.000
42               End:   24.250
43         Increment:    0.250
44              Time:  120.000
45 
46 Reflection dispositions
47 =================================================
48 Status:    New  Active    Full   DNormal DSpecial
49 Number:    340     340       0       0       0
50 =================================================
51 
52 Shoebox dispositions
53 =============================================
54 Status:  Total Filling    Full   Freed
55 Number:   1951     340       0    1611
56 =============================================
57 
58 ...
59      File /user4//DATA/NUCL4/nucl4020.osc successfully opened.
60 
61 ==================================================================
62 ==================================================================
63 IMAGE #: 20  (of 20)
64    Name: /user4//DATA/NUCL4/nucl4020.osc
65    Date: 25-Sep-1997
66    Time: 14:58:28
67 ==================================================================
68 
69 Rotation list:
70             Start:   28.750
71               End:   29.000
72         Increment:    0.250
73              Time:  120.000
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74 
75 Reflection dispositions
76 =================================================
77 Status:    New  Active    Full   DNormal DSpecial
78 Number:      0     338     338     648      90
79 =================================================
80 
81 Shoebox dispositions
82 =============================================
83 Status:  Total Filling    Full   Freed
84 Number:   1951       0     738    1213
85 =============================================
86 Refinement options found:
87      +CrysAll +DetAll -rej 1.0 1.0 2.0 -cycles 10 -weight 9999 -display -go
88 Refine listing:
89 
90 Crystal listing:
91 
92  Unit cell lengths:   68.7533   73.7744  107.0866
93  Unit cell  angles:   90.0000   90.0000   90.0000
94  Unit cell  volume: 543168.687
95 Orientation angles:  155.9357   29.9512  102.4337
96          Mosaicity:    0.480
97        Description: unknown
98 
99 Spacegroup number: 16
100              name: P222
101 Num. equiv. posns: 4
102 
103 CRYSTAL_Goniometer listing:
104 
105         Description: Eulerian 3-circle
106    Number of values: 3
107 
108          Name    Datum   Current  Units   Vector
109 =====================================================================
110         Omega    0.000   Unknown    deg   (  1.000,   0.000,   0.000)
111           Chi    0.000   Unknown    deg   (  0.000,   1.000,   0.000)
112           Phi    0.000   Unknown    deg   (  1.000,   0.000,   0.000)
113 =====================================================================
114 
115 Source listing:
116 
117   Single wavelength: 1.5418
118        Polarization: 0.5, 1, 0, 0
119           Intensity: 0
120 
121 RX_Detector listing:
122 
123    Pixel dimensions: 1900, 1900
124  Nominal size in mm: 193.23, 199.5
125         Description: RAXIS conversion
126 
127 RX_Goniometer listing:
128 
129         Description: UNKNOWN
130    Number of values: 6
131 
132          Name    Datum   Current  Units   Vector
133 =====================================================================
134          RotZ    0.230   Unknown    deg   (  0.000,   0.000,   1.000)
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135    RotX/Swing   -0.026   Unknown    deg   ( -1.000,   0.000,   0.000)
136          RotY   -0.042   Unknown    deg   (  0.000,   1.000,   0.000)
137        TransX    0.092   Unknown     mm   (  1.000,   0.000,   0.000)
138        TransY    0.061   Unknown     mm   (  0.000,   1.000,   0.000)
139   TransZ/Dist   98.013   Unknown     mm   (  0.000,   0.000,  -1.000)
140 =====================================================================
141 DetResolution min: 154180
142 DetResolution max: 1.66982
143 
144 Refine resol min: 99999
145 Refine resol max: 1e-05
146 I/sigma cutoff:   0
147 Rejection limits: 1, 1, 2
148 Rel. rot. weight: 9999
149 
150 Refinement results
151 ========================================================
152 Crystal
153                a, b, c:    68.7510    73.7993   107.0777
154                 Sigmas:     0.0032     0.0025     0.0053
155                 Shifts:     0.0000     0.0000     0.0000
156 
157     alpha, beta, gamma:    90.0000    90.0000    90.0000
158                 Sigmas:     fixed      fixed      fixed
159                 Shifts:     fixed      fixed      fixed
160 
161  Crys Rot1, Rot2, Rot3:   155.938     29.965    102.437
162                 Sigmas:     0.0012     0.0011     0.0035
163                 Shifts:     0.0000     0.0000     0.0000
164 
165              Mosaicity:     0.442
166                  Sigma:     0.0221
167                  Shift:     0.0000
168 ========================================================
169 Detector:  0
170 Trans1, Trans2, Trans3:     0.095      0.058     98.009
171                 Sigmas:     0.0185     0.0138     0.0358
172                 Shifts:     0.0000     0.0000     0.0000
173 
174   Det Rot1, Rot2, Rot3:     0.252     -0.024     -0.043
175                 Sigmas:     0.0166     0.0082     0.0085
176                 Shifts:     0.0002     0.0000     0.0000
177 ========================================================
178 Source
179 Wavelength, Rot1, Rot2:     1.5418     0.000      0.000
180                 Sigmas:     fixed      fixed      fixed
181                 Shifts:     fixed      fixed      fixed
182 ========================================================
183 Refinement residuals
184 rmsResid (mm)  = 0.0724333
185 rmsResid (Deg) = 0.0393826
186 ========================================================
187 
188 Reflections in list:  648
189 Reflections accepted: 645
190 Reflections rejected: 3
191 Reflections ignored:  0  (Outside I/sigI or Resolution limits)
192 
193 
194 Strong peak info listing
195 ================================================================================
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196 Area    Num Intensity  Sigma BackAvg BackSig Siz0 Siz1 Siz2 Dl Shft0 Shft1 Shft2
197 ================================================================================
198   1       0         0      0       0       0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0   0.0   0.0   0.0
199   2       8    824481   1482     705      84 13.0 12.6  3.0 11  -0.9   0.1   0.0
200   3      22   1667487   2064     831      92 12.7 14.5  4.8 12   0.1   0.0   0.0
201   4      21   1296592   1936     854      89 13.2 13.5  5.9 12  -0.5   0.3   0.0
202   5      15    578864   1376     774      84 12.9 11.8  3.1  9   0.0   0.6   0.0
203   6       0         0      0       0       0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0   0.0   0.0   0.0
204   7       0         0      0       0       0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0   0.0   0.0   0.0
205   8     133    783169   1433     820      88 14.4 10.2  2.8 12  -0.5   0.5   0.0
206   9     116    871217   1401     693      79 13.3 10.8  3.3 14   0.7   0.0   0.0
207  10     101    802518   1323     715      74 13.3 10.7  3.5 13  -0.3  -0.3   0.0
208  11     150    664956   1398     842      87 14.8 10.2  2.9 13   0.1   0.0   0.0
209  12       0         0      0       0       0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0   0.0   0.0   0.0
210  13       0         0      0       0       0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0   0.0   0.0   0.0
211  14       6   1027184   1709     698      83 13.0 13.2  3.8 15   0.1   0.9   0.0
212  15      22    961800   1779     767      89 12.1 13.4  4.5 14   0.9   0.5   0.0
213  16      22    908059   1754     806      85 12.3 13.1  5.5 13   0.0  -0.2   0.0
214  17      11    655907   1430     714      78 12.6 12.3  3.9 12   0.5  -0.2   0.0
215  18       0         0      0       0       0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0   0.0   0.0   0.0
216 ================================================================================
217 All     627    828911   1465     778      84 13.8 11.0  3.4 13   0.0   0.1   0.0
218 ================================================================================
219    Normal: 648, Special: 90, Reclassified as partial: 1
220 Integrate: ...done.
221 
222 
223 *** dtintegrate ***
224 ================================================================
225 Summary of results for scan rotation from    24.000 to    29.000
226          with image sequence numbers from     1     to    20
227 ----------------------------------------------------------------
228 
229 Total reflections predicted:                2714
230 Total reflections with no errors:           1687
231 Total reflections with bad errors*:           64
232 Total reflections partial in scan*:          886
233 Total reflections unprocessed at end:          0
234 Total reflection  profiles written:         1764
235 
236 Reflection integration status codes
237 ====================================
238                  Status  Num reflns
239 ------------------------------------
240              No Errors:       1687
241 ------------------------------------
242      Processed special:        158  Not processed as strong, but otherwise OK
243              On edge 0:          2  Some intensity on edge of box in 1st dim
244              On edge 1:          0  Some intensity on edge of box in 2nd dim
245              On edge 2:         78  Some intensity on edge of box in 3rd dim
246              Too far 0:          0  Obs centroid too far from calc in 1st dim
247              Too far 1:          0  Obs centroid too far from calc in 2nd dim
248              Too far 2:          0  Obs centroid too far from calc in 3rd dim
249              Too big 0:          0  Obs size too large in 1st dim
250              Too big 1:          0  Obs size too large in 2nd dim
251              Too big 2:          0  Obs size too large in 3rd dim
252              Overlap 0:          0 *Obs peak overlapped in 1st dim
253              Overlap 1:          0 *Obs peak overlapped in 2nd dim
254              Overlap 2:          0 *Obs peak overlapped in 3rd dim
255               Too dark:         64 *Some peak pixels saturated
256                Too low:          0 *Some peak pixels too low, may be shadowed
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257         Bad background:          0 *Error in background determination
258      Bad background sd:          0 *Error in background sigma determination
259   Bad non-uniformity A:          0 *Peak pixels flagged as bad
260   Bad non-uniformity B:          0  Background pixels flagged as bad
261  Partial at scan start:        513 *Reflns incomplete at start of the rotation
262    Partial at scan end:        393 *Reflns incomplete at end of the rotation
263      Rotation too wide:          0 *Reflns predicted to be on too many images
264 ====================================
265               *Rejected from output.
266 
267 dtintegrate: There were 1764 profiles written to file reflnprofiles.profit.
268 
269 dtprofit:  Copyright (c) 1996 Molecular Structure Corporation
270 dtprofit settings:
271 
272 Minimum required contributors to a reference profile: 50
273 Minimum reference profile value in peak area: 0
274 Variance weighted profile analysis method B used.
275 Maximum number of reference profiles: 72
276 Number of reflection profiles read in: 1764
277 Profile   Reflns  Sum(Pi**2/Vi)  Contributors
278 =============================================
279    0       149       670      0 0/0 18/0 1/1 6/0 19/6 24/0 7/21 25/121
280    1       149       670      1 1/1 19/6 7/21 2/0 6/0 0/0 25/121
281 ...
282   71       193       648      71 71/0 53/0 70/12 65/0 52/8 47/0 64/173
283   72      1764       620      Overall profile
284      File D0001.refprof successfully opened.
285      Success writing file D0001.refprof!
286      File D0019.refprof successfully opened.
287      Success writing file D0019.refprof!
288      File D0037.refprof successfully opened.
289      Success writing file D0037.refprof!
290      File D0055.refprof successfully opened.
291      Success writing file D0055.refprof!
292 
293 Int/SigmaI vs Average correlation of
294    observed to reference profiles
295 =====================================
296 Sigma range     Avg.Corr.  Num.Refln.
297 -------------------------------------
298  0 ...  3          0.169       31
299  3 ...  6          0.636       52
300  6 ...  9          0.845       65
301  9 ... 12          0.926      142
302 12 ... 15          0.954      286
303 15 ... 18          0.970      279
304 18 ... 21          0.978      245
305 21 ... 24          0.983      219
306 24 ... 27          0.988      149
307 27 ... 30          0.993      296
308 -------------------------------------
309 
310 Correlation range vs
311  number of reflections
312 =========================
313 Corr.range     Num.Refln.
314 ------------------------
315 0.0 ... 0.1           7
316 0.1 ... 0.2           8
317 0.2 ... 0.3           6
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318 0.3 ... 0.4           7
319 0.4 ... 0.5           9
320 0.5 ... 0.6          14
321 0.6 ... 0.7          13
322 0.7 ... 0.8          25
323 0.8 ... 0.9          71
324 0.9 ... 1.0        1604
325 ------------------------
326 Number of reflections written: 1764
327 DTREK_STATUS: 0
 

Lines 14-25 The command line options/settings are listed.
Line 27 The 3D method is used, rather than the 2D method.  (The 2D method is not

available at this time.)
Line 28 The non-uniformity type (see section 4.5 and p. 17) is None.
Line 30 The first image is read in.
Lines 34-37 The name of the image, current date, and time are listed.
Lines 40-44 The rotation start, end, increment, and exposure time are listed.
Lines 46-50 The numbers of new, active, full, done normal and done special reflections are

listed.  New reflections are those for which the 3D integration box is newly
created.  Active reflections includes all reflections which receive any pixel
contributions from the current image.  Full reflections are those for which the
3D integration box has just filled.  DNormal reflections are those full reflections
(from this image or a previous image, but within a batch) which have a normal
preliminary integration.  Dspecial reflections are those full reflections which
have a special preliminary integration and which do not have an accurate
centroid determination.  A special integration might occur if the reflection is
not strong or a warning or error occurred during integration.

Lines 52-56 The total number of allocated 3D shoeboxes (a shoebox is the 3D data array of
pixels for a single reflection) is listed, the number that are filling (i.e. in use),
those that are full, and those that are freed (not in use), are listed.  Full
shoeboxes are buffered until the end of a batch when refinement is done and
profiles are written out.

Line 58 A big portion of the output log file was edited away.
Lines 59-85 The last image in the scan to integrate is read in and info about it is listed.
Lines 86-87 The end-of-batch refinement is about to take place.  The refinement options are

listed.
Lines 88-191 The standard refinement output is listed.  For an explanation, see section 4.8.
Lines 184-185 Notice that the residuals are very low since 3D centroids are used in

refinement.
Lines 194-218 Information about strong peaks is listed for 18 different areas of the detector.

The detector is divided into 6 by 3 areas (fast pixel direction by slow pixel
direction).  The columns are:
Num Number of strong reflections
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Intensity Average intensity of strong reflections
Sigma Average standard deviation of intensity
BackAvg Average background value
BackSig Average background standard deviation
Siz0 Average peak size at 1σ in pixels in the fast pixel direction
Siz1 Average peak size at 1σ level in pixels in the slow pixel 

direction
Siz2 Average peak size at 1σ level in images in rotation direction
Dl Average spot size as a function in reciprocal space

                           Shft0 Average shift in pixels between observed and calculated 
centroid in the fast pixel direction

                           Shft1 Average shift in pixels between observed and calculated 
centroid in the slow pixel direction

                       Shft2 Average shift in images between observed and calculated 
centroid in the rotation direction

Note: The calculated centroid of non-strong reflections is shifted by 
the above shifts.

Line 219 The number of reflections processed in the batch is listed.
Line 220 The end of images is reached and integration is done.
Lines 225-265 A summary of the number of reflections integrated, along with their status, is

listed.  Reflections with bad errors and that are partial are not included in the
output reflection files.  The status codes are self-explanatory.  A reflection that
is partial at both the scan start and scan end is counted in both places, but
counted only once at the top.  Reflections in categories that are asterisked (*)
are rejected.  Reflections may fit in multiple categories.

Line 267 The number of reflection profiles written to reflnprofiles.profit  is listed.
These profiles will be read by  dtprofit and processed.

Lines 269-270 The dtprofit module is started in order to fit profiles.  This performs three-
dimensional profile analysis with a method similar to that of Kabsch (1988).

Line 272 At least 50 strong reflections must contribute to a reference profile.  If too few
reflections are found in the same region, nearby regions are used until sufficient
strong reflections contribute.

Line 274 A variance weighted profile analysis method is used.  This is different from
Kabsch (1988), but like Otwinowski & Minor (1997).

Line 275 In this scan, there are up to 72 regions (18 per detector * 4 batches) for which
reference profiles are calculated.

Lines 277-282 For each regional reference profile the number of strong reflections that
contribute and their original region (as m/n pairs) are listed.  If too few strong
reflections are found, all strong reflections in the input are used.

Line 283 A single overall reference profile is also calculated.
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Lines 284-291 The reference profiles are written to disk in the form of a d*TREK image file.
Each image file shows 18 reference profiles.  Each reference profile is a three-
dimensional cube of 9 by 9 by 9 Kabsch-transformed pixels.  The pixels are
NOT in image or data space, but rather in a transformed Kabsch space (read
his 1988 paper J. Appl. Cryst. 21, 916-924).  Since images are displayed in 2D,

each 9 by 9 by 9 cube is displayed as a series of 9 two-dimensional 9 by 9
planes (Figures 19-22).  Stack them up in your mind to make them 3D.
Because of the Kabsch transformation, reference profiles should look very
similar throughout reciprocal space.  The appearance of the reference profiles
is affected by the Profile size option.  The width of the profile in the plane of

Figure 19. dtdisplay of reference profiles.

Figure 20.  Profile size just right.
Peak fills box, but there is
background at edges and faces.

Figure 21.  Profile size too large.
Peak crowded into center, so
decrease first Profile size value
(make box smaller).

Figure 22.  Profile size too small.
Peak overfills box, so increase first
Profile size value (make box
bigger).
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the display is determined by the first value to Profile size, while the number of
squares the profile fits in is determined by the second value.  To make the
profiles appear larger in the plane, decrease the first value.  To make them
appear smaller, increase the first value.  To make them appear on more
squares, decrease the second value.  To make them appear on fewer squares,
increase the second value.  In reality, the profiles do not change physical size
  you change the size of the box around them.  That is, by cropping the box
closer to the profile, the profile will fill a larger portion of the box.  If you
make the box larger, the profile will fill a smaller portion of the box.  In any
event, do not make the the second value less than 2 times the image rotation
angle increment!

Lines 293-308 The average correlation between observed profiles and the corresponding
reference profile is listed for 10 Intensity/SigmaI ranges.  If the assumptions of
profile-fitting are valid, then the correlations should be very high (>0.85) for
strong reflections.  You are reminded that the assumptions are: 1) Reflection
centroids are accurately predicted; and 2) Reflections do have the same
profiles, that is, the same shape and boundary and the same relative intensity
distribution within the boundary.
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4.13  Merge reflection lists

The Merge menu merges reflection lists in separate files into a single reflection list file.  Select
Merge in the flowchart to view the Merge menu as shown in the figure below.

Figure 23.  Merge menu.

Input:
Reflection list files to be merged into a single file.
An input header file with crystal unit cell and spacegroup information.

Output:
A single merged reflection list.
A script file  dtreflnmerge.scom  and an output log file  dtreflnmerge.log.
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To merge reflection lists:

1. Select a header file from the Header list.  This header must contain the crystal unit cell and
spacegroup.  Note: This header file may not strictly be needed in the command line version of
dtreflnmerge, but is required by dtprocess.

2. Select the reflnlists to merge from the Reflnlists list.

3. Set the Output merged file name.

4. Select Run merge to create the output merge file.

dtprocess provides this simple menu to merge reflection lists with the dtreflnmerge module.
dtreflnmerge will merge reflection list files even if they have different columns or fields.  The
complete power of dtreflnmerge for filtering reflections is not available via the Merge menu,
therefore where filtering is required, use  dtreflnmerge directly with its command line interface.
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4.14  Scale and average reflections

The Scale/Average menu calculates and applies scale factors to different batches of reflections in
an input reflection list, averages symmetry equivalent reflections, calculates merging and
completeness statistics, and creates a reflection list of unique reflections.  Select Scale/Average in
the flowchart to view the Scale menu as shown in the figure below.

Input:
A header file with the crystal unit cell parameters and spacegroup.
A single reflection list with one or more batches of reflections to scale and average.

Output:
A reflection list with only the unique reflections in a single asymmetric unit which are the
average of the input reflections after scaling and rejection of outliers.
A script file  dtscalemerge.scom  and an output log file  dtscalemerge.log.
Optionally, a reflection list of the scaled, but unaveraged, reflections in the original input list
(no reflections rejected).

Figure 24.  Scale and average menu.
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To scale and average reflections:

1. Select a header file from the Header list.  This header must contain the crystal unit cell and
spacegroup.

2. Select the input reflection list file from the  Reflnlist list.

3. Set the other Scale menu options:

Exclude sigma
Input reflections with Intensity/sigmaI less than Exclude sigma are excluded from
contributing to the scale factor refinement.  However, these reflections ARE included in the
final statistics and output files.

Abscor method
Specify the method of absorption correction to use.  The REQAB option of d*TREK is
required to use a method other than None.
None No absorption correction is applied
Fourier + batch
4th 3D..., etc

If the Abscor method is not None, the REQAB program of Dr. R. Jacobson is used
to calculate and apply scale factors.  Consult the REQAB documentation for more
information.  The REQAB program usually gives the best results.

Rejection sigma
Sets the rejection level for reflections measured more than once.  Reflections with scaled
intensities differing by more than Rejection sigma from the weighted average intensity
calculated from other symmetry-related measurements are flagged as rejected by setting their
observed standard deviations to be negative.

Abscor outlier sigma
Sets the outlier or exclusion level for the REQAB program.  This is used only if Abscor
method is not None.

Weight multiplier
Weight addend

These factors alter the error model and weights applied to the observed reflections according
to the equation:

w
E I Ehj

hj mul hj add

=
+
1

2 2( ) ( )σ
Defaults: Emul = 1.  Eadd = 0.

where Emul is Weight multiplier, Eadd is Weight addend, and whj is the weight derived as
before, but by first scaling the standard deviations appropriately.
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Fixed batch
Specifies the name of the batch whose scale factors will remain fixed.  The scale factors of all
other batches will shift relative to this batch.  Default: first batch in the input reflection list.

Initial fixed scale
Specifies the scale factor of the fixed batch.  All shifted scale factors are rescaled so this value
remains fixed.  Default: 1.

Max cycles
The maximum number of non-linear least squares cycles to perform.  If the refinement
converges, the maximum number of cycles may not be reached.  No shifts are applied the last
cycle.

Refine B-factors
If set, so-called B-factors are refined.

Output anomalous I+,I-   (was Anomalous differences)
If set, the output scaled and averaged reflection list will have not only the merged intensity
from all observations (all I+ and I-) in the fIntensity field, but additional fields for
separately merged I+ and I- observations.  The fields for the each merged reflection are thus
nH, nK, nL, fIntensity, fSigmaI, fIntensity+, fSigmaI+, fIntensity-, fSigmaI-.
Since a centric measurement can be assigned to an I+ or I-, even merged centric reflections
may have different values in the fIntensity+ and fIntensity- fields.  Missing information
is indicated by a -1 value.

Output scaled, unaveraged refln
If set, the scaled, but unaveraged, reflections are written to the specified file.  This may be
useful for further scaling or for use with other averaging and rejection algorithms.
Reflections rejected by dtscalemerge will have their fSigmaI values set to 0 or less.

Output hkl,I,sigI ... noheader
If set, the scaled, but unaveraged reflection list file will have only the h,k,l, Intensity and
sigmaI fields in free format and no header.  Rejected measurements (sigmaI <= 0) will be
excluded from this file.  This format is suitable for input to many non-d*TREK programs such
as teXsan for subsequent processing.

Output scaled, averaged reflns
The name of the output reflection list file.  The name cannot begin with a - (minus) character.
If blank, no output scaled and averaged reflection list file is written.  The file is in d*TREK
format with fields nH, nK, nL, fIntensity, fSigmaI (see also Output ... noheader).

Output ... noheader
If set, the scaled and averaged reflection list file will be written without a header.  This is
sometimes useful for subsequent processing with non-d*TREK programs.

4. Select Run scale/average to run the dtscalemerge module.  A summary of a typical log file
called dtscalemerge.log which is created is shown following with intervening annotation.  For
further description of the output, consult the dtscalemerge document.
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1 dtscalemerge: Copyright (c) 1996 Molecular Structure Corporation
2  Header of file lyso.head successfully read.
3  Creflnlist::nRead called.
4  Names of reflection fields:
5  nH (int)
6  nK (int)
7  nL (int)
8  nPartial (int)
9  nBatchIndex (int)
10 nPackedHKL (int)
11 nReducedH (int)
12 nReducedK (int)
13 nReducedL (int)
14 nAnomFlag (int)
15 nCentPhase (int)
16 fIntensity (float)
17 fSigmaI (float)
18 fObs_pixel0 (float)
19 fObs_pixel1 (float)
20 fObs_rot_mid (float)
21 f2STLsq (float)
22 fResolution (float)
23 sBatch (Cstring)
24 INFO in Creflnlist::nRead, EOF after 31914 reflections read in (31914 total now
25    in list).

Lines 1-25 The input reflection list is read in and the fieldnames in the reflection list are listed.
Note that for efficiency, the fields normally added by  dtscalemerge are present
in the reflection list.  If not present, they would be added, but this would take
additional time.

27 Cscalemerge listing:
28 Batch  fixed:      L002
29 Scale  fixed:      1
30 Bvalue fixed:      0
31 Rej criteria:      3
32 Mul sig fact:      1.3
33 Add sig fact:      0.02
34   Max cycles:      10
35    FixB Flag:      0
36    Anom Flag:      0

Lines 27-36 The option settings used by this run of dtscalemerge are listed.  These confirm
what is set on the command line or in the Scale menu.

 
 
37 Crystal listing:
 
38 Unit cell lengths: 79.2, 79.2, 38.9
39 Unit cell  angles: 90, 90, 90
40 Unit cell  volume: 244006
 
41 Spacegroup number: 96
42 name: P43212
43 Num. equiv. posns: 8
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Lines 37-43 Information about the crystal unit cell dimensions and spacegroup is listed next.
This comes from the input_header_file which in this example is  lyso.head.

44 There are 20 different batches in the input reflection list.

Line 44 20 different batch names were found in the input reflection list.

45 Observed position limits of the Batches
46 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------
47 Batch    Num            fObs_pixel0           fObs_pixel1          fObs_rot_mid
48  name   refs         Min        Max        Min        Max        Min        Max
49 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------
50  L001   1603       -96.0       95.2      -91.6       85.8      -28.8      -28.8
51  L002   1625       -95.2       95.0      -88.9       90.0      -26.3      -26.3

...
68  L019   1564       -96.0       94.9      -94.8       93.9       16.3       16.3
69  L020   1590       -95.7       94.8      -91.4       93.1       18.8       18.8
70 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Lines 45-70 A table lists for each batch the minimum and maximum value of the observed
reflection positions found in the input reflection list file.  In this example, the
fObs_pixel0 and fObs_pixel1 fields are in millimeters and not pixels.  This table
is a quick check that the input reflection list contains the expected range of values.

71 Intensity and Resolution limits of the Batches
72 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------
73 Batch    Num             Intensity            Resolution         [2sinT/lam]^2
74  name   refs         Min        Max        Min        Max        Min        Max
75 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------
76  L001   1603       -26.7    11964.6      39.60       1.94     0.0006     0.2646
77  L002   1625       -16.5    13621.4      79.20       1.95     0.0002     0.2642

...
94  L019   1564       -26.6    14997.3      27.75       1.94     0.0013     0.2653
95  L020   1590       -33.7    12513.4      27.75       1.94     0.0013     0.2647
96 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Lines 71-96 The minimum and maximum intensity, resolution and |d*|2 ≡ (2sinθ/λ)2 for each
batch is listed in this table.  Check that the minimum intensity of each batch is not
outrageously less than zero; this would indicate problems with integration.
Confirm that the resolution limits are what is expected.
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97 Sorting and reducing reflnlist to asymmetric unit ...
98 ... done sorting

Lines 97-98 The reflection list was reduced to the asymmetric unit and sorted.  The input list
need not be sorted as this step will ensure that symmetry-related reflections are
adjacent in the file.

99  Selection string: -fIntensity/fSigmaI<3.000
100 Number of reflns which match above selection: 5294

Lines 99-100 This confirms that you excluded reflections with I/σ  < 3 from contributing to the
refinement of the scale factors.  5294 of the input reflections were thus excluded.
These reflections are included, however, in the final statistics.

101 Last cycle: no shifts.
102 For cycle number 10

Lines 101-102 The last cycle was reached, so no shifts were applied.  Dtscalemerge calculates
and prints out statistics on the results.

 
 
103 Method 1     Expected Rmerge:      0.033
104 Method 2     Expected Rmerge:      0.034
105              Actual   Rmerge:      0.032

Lines 103-105 Two methods for approximating the Rmerge are given, followed by the actual
Rmerge (see the equation below) in the data set.  The actual Rmerge should be
close to the expected Rmerges or something is wrong with the error model.  The
expected Rmerges are calculated as follows:

Method 1: Rmerge Ih= 1 , where Ih  is the average intensity for all
averaged reflections.

Method 2: Rmerge
I

N
N

h

h

h

i

= σ
, where σ h  is the average standard deviation

for averaged reflections, Nh is the number of unique reflections, and
Ni is the number of overlaps.
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Actual: Rmerge
I I

I

hi h
ih

h
ih

=
−∑∑

∑∑
| |

106 Multiplicity of observed reflections
107 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------
108 Mult |        1       2       3       4       5       6       7       8      >8
109 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------
110 Refs |      897    2720    3418    2628    2060    1492     500     142      20
111 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------
112 *Reflections with a multiplicity of 1 are not used in
113 scale factor refinement nor in Rmerge calculations.

Lines 106-113 The multiplicity of observed reflections is listed in a table.  The entire process of
refining scale factors requires multiple observations for reflections.  That is,
reflections that are symmetry-related need to appear in multiple batches.
Reflections with a multiplicity of 1 are neither used in scale factor refinement nor
in the Rmerge calculations.  A high redundancy will improve the I/σ in the merged
and averaged results (see e.g. the dtscalemerge documentation Eqn. 10).

114 Overlaps among scaling batches
115 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------
116 Batch |   L001  L002  L003  L004  L005  L006  L007  L008  L009  L010
117 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------
118  L001 |    298   745   671   259   196   168   199   174   182   263 | L001
119  L002 |    787   659   286   243   193   162   204   166   161   280 | L002
120  L003 |    656   226   240   246   217   173   162   162   191   259 | L003

...
163  L020 |    137   172   151   166   178   166   198   169   191   134 | L020
164 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------
165 Batch |   L011  L012  L013  L014  L015  L016  L017  L018  L019  L020
166 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 
Lines 114-166 Overlaps among the scaling batches are listed next (but only if the dtscalemerge

command line option -countoverlap was used).  The entire refinement of scale
factors depends on overlaps among the different batches.  If a batch has no
overlaps with the other batches, then there is no information present in the
reflection list which can be used to refine the scale factor of that batch.  In this
case, the procedure used in the non-linear least squares algorithm will simply keep
the scale factor for that batch unchanged.  Note that this table is normally NOT
symmetric.  For example, there are 745 reflections in batch L001 that have at least
1 symmetry-related reflection in batch L002.  But there are 787 reflections in batch
L002 that have symmetry mates in L001.  There are 298 reflections in L001 which
overlap with a symmetry-related reflection in the same batch (each reflection is
counted once).  To make this excrutiatingly clear, here is another example:
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suppose batch X001 has 10 copies of a reflection with hkl = (10 1 2) and batch
X002 has just 1 copy.  The table will then appear:

---------------------
Batch |   X001  X002
---------------------
 X001 |     10    10
 X002 |      1     0

If a batch has few overlaps, you might use dtreflnmerge or an editor to combine
that batch with another batch that you think will have the same scale factors (i.e. a
batch that is adjacent in rotation angle or time scan; see section 4.13).

167 Reflections in input file
168 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------
169       Batch       Num       Num       Num       Num       Num
170        name      refs  excluded      rejs     ovlps   singles
171 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------
172        L001      1603       206        53      1327        17
173        L002      1625       227        40      1341        17
174        L003      1609       238        34      1310        27
175        L004      1574       238        25      1280        31

...
191        L020      1590       268        28      1152       142
192 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------
193 All batches     31914      5294       585     25138       897

Lines 167-193 Information about reflections in the batches is listed in a table.
Num refs Total number of reflections in this batch
Num excluded

Number of reflections excluded because of the  I/σ cutoff.
Num rejs Number of rejected reflections.  There should be very few, if any

rejected reflections.  Any batch with a large number of rejected
reflections should be investigated.  Perhaps it is indexed differently
from the other batches.

Num ovlps Number of reflections in this batch which overlap another reflection
either in this batch or another batch.

Num singles Number of reflections with no overlaps in the entire dataset.  To
have many of these is undesirable. One observation for a data point,
as opposed to numerous, is not recommended.

194 Refined scale factors
195 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------
196 Batch       Num     Scale
197  name     ovlps       K     *Shifts       B     *Shifts
198 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------
199  L001      1327    1.0138    0.0000    0.0389    0.0000
200  L002      1341    1.0000    0.0000    0.0000    0.0000
201  L003      1310    0.9911    0.0000   -0.0036    0.0000

...
216  L018      1203    1.0519    0.0000   -0.3011    0.0000
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217  L019      1149    1.0593    0.0000   -0.3365    0.0000
218  L020      1152    1.0748    0.0000   -0.3388    0.0000
219 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------
220 *Shifts are for previous cycle only!

Lines 194-220 This table lists the refined scale factors for the batches and the number of
reflections that contributed to the refinement.  Examine this to assure that the scale
factors “make sense.”  In this example, an unfrozen lysozyme crystal was used.
Some radiation damage is expected, but not much.  That is, the later batches will
need to be  “scaled up” and to have larger scale factors.  Indeed, this is the case.
Remember that:

I I I k ecorr hi hj j
Bj= = × − 2 2 2sin /θ λ

Also, since the batches are from the same crystal and same experiment, expect the
scale factors to vary relatively smoothly.  Indeed, this is the case.  However, if the
crystal had been a plate, or larger than the beam, expect larger variations due to
more drastic volume changes.  Finally, double check that refinement has
converged.  The shifts should be 0 on the last cycle.

221 In the tables below Rmerge is defined as:
222 Rmerge = Sum Sum |Ihi - <Ih>| / Sum Sum <Ih>
223           h   i                  h   i
224 where Ihi is the ith used observation for unique hkl h,
225 and  <Ih> is the mean intensity for unique hkl h.

Lines 221-225 A reminder of the equation for Rmerge.

226 Rmerge vs Batch
227 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------
228        Batch Average     Num   Num     Num     Num   <I/   ChiSq Rmerge Rmerge
229         name  counts     obs  rejs   ovlps  single   sig>         batch  cumul
230 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------
231         L001     865    1397    53    1327      17   12.4  0.387  0.036  0.036
232         L002     997    1398    40    1341      17   15.0  0.425  0.033  0.035
233         L003     865    1371    34    1310      27   11.7  0.314  0.035  0.035
234         L004     950    1336    25    1280      31   11.8  0.282  0.029  0.033
235         L005     887    1349    31    1286      32   11.7  0.292  0.032  0.033
236         L006    1024    1368    27    1310      31   12.7  0.309  0.032  0.033
237         L007     955    1382    27    1331      24   14.5  0.352  0.035  0.033
238         L008     921    1264    20    1216      28   13.3  0.293  0.031  0.033
239         L009     955    1310    25    1257      28   11.6  0.258  0.032  0.033
240         L010     989    1373    23    1319      31   12.4  0.256  0.027  0.032
241         L011     877    1229    26    1186      17   11.3  0.275  0.034  0.032
242         L012     951    1389    24    1338      27   11.9  0.258  0.030  0.032
243         L013     931    1245    21    1189      35   11.4  0.254  0.028  0.032
244         L014     933    1384    23    1308      53   11.9  0.245  0.030  0.032
245         L015    1069    1281    24    1210      47   11.3  0.279  0.032  0.032
246         L016     968    1248    31    1162      55   11.6  0.255  0.033  0.032
247         L017     912    1362    36    1264      62   11.1  0.246  0.032  0.032
248         L018     929    1314    36    1203      75   11.3  0.260  0.032  0.032
249         L019     977    1298    31    1149     118   11.0  0.283  0.032  0.032
250         L020     859    1322    28    1152     142   11.2  0.271  0.033  0.032
251 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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252  All batches     941   26620   585   25138     897   12.0   0.29  0.032  0.032

Lines 226-252
This table lists Rmerge vs Batch.  It is easy to recognize any batch not matching
well with the other batches.

Average counts
The average counts of reflections in the batch.  This includes
reflections that overlap and those that do not.  If you assume
Poissonian counting statistics, then the expected Rmerge for this
batch would be 1 I .  So for batch L001, 1 865 0 034= .  is
consistent with 0.036 found.

Num refs Total number of reflections in this batch.
Num rejs Number of rejected reflections.  There should be very few, if any

rejected reflections.  Any batch with a large number of rejected
reflections should be investigated.  Perhaps the batch is indexed
differently from the other batches.

Num ovlps Number of overlapping reflections in this batch that have symmetry-
related mates and that contributed to the Rmerge.

Num singles Number of reflections with no overlaps in the entire dataset.  One
observation for a data point, as opposed to numerous, is not
recommended.

<I/sig> The average Intensity/SigmaI for reflections in the batch.  This is
for the corrected but unmerged reflections.  A higher <I/sig> was
expected for the averaged reflections shown in subsequent tables.

ChiSq This is the pseudo-normalized χ2 for each batch.

( )χ 2 21= −∑∑N
w I I

hi
hi hi h

i

N

h

N hih

Rmerge batch
This is the Rmerge of the reflections which belong to this batch
where Ih  is calculated from reflections from all batches.

Rmerge cumul
This is the Rmerge of the reflections which belong to this batch and
all previous batches in the table where Ih  is calculated from
reflections from all batches.
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253 Rmerge vs Intensity/SigmaI
254 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------
255 Int/sigmaI   Average     Num   Num     Num     Num   <I/   ChiSq Rmerge Rmerge
256    range      counts     obs  rejs   ovlps   mults   sig>   norm  shell  cumul
257 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------
258   18 -   >20    1470   15510   326   15086    3407   30.9  1.225  0.029  0.029
259   16 -    18     271    1567    49    1497     384   16.0  1.133  0.057  0.029
260   14 -    16     206    1658    39    1584     421   14.0  1.032  0.065  0.030
261   12 -    14     160    1713    49    1614     447   12.0  0.939  0.073  0.030
262   10 -    12     120    1936    46    1857     536   10.0  0.852  0.088  0.031
263    8 -    10      94    1648    26    1583     512    8.0  0.601  0.092  0.031
264    6 -     8      70    1501    39    1370     520    6.0  0.416  0.114  0.032
265    4 -     6      49     813    11     547     263    3.9  0.188  0.117  0.032
266    2 -     4     ---     274     0       0       0    ---    ---    ---  0.032
267  < 0 -     2     ---       0     0       0       0    ---    ---    ---  0.032
268 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------
269  < 0 -   >20     941   26620   585   25138    6490   19.5   1.00  0.032  0.032

Lines 253-269
This table lists Rmerge vs Intensity/SigmaI.  Use the table to determine at what
resolution the crystal stopped diffracting.

Average counts
The average counts of reflections in the shell.  This includes
reflections that overlap and those that do not.  If you assume
Poissonian counting statistics, then the expected Rmerge for this
shell would be 1 I .  So, for the shell of highest I/σ,
1 1470 0 026= .  is consistent with 0.029 found.  In the 4-6 shell,
1 49 0 142= .  is consistent with 0.117 found.

Num obs Number of reflections in this shell.
Num rejs Number of rejected reflections.  There should be very few,  if any

rejected reflections.  Any shell with a large number of rejected
reflections should be investigated.  Perhaps there are a number of
saturated reflections or unaccounted shadows on the detector.

Num ovlps Number of reflections in this shell having symmetry-related mates
and that contributed to the Rmerge.

Num mults Number of unique reflections measured multiple times in the shell.
The average multiplicity or redundancy for the shell is Num ovlps
/ Num mults.

<I/sig> The average Intensity/SigmaI for averaged reflections in the shell.
As expected, there is a larger <I/sig> for the averaged reflections
than shown for unaveraged reflections in the Rmerge vs. Batch
table.

ChiSq norm This is the normalized χ2 popularized by Dr. Zbyszek Otwinowski
calculated as

( )χ2 21=
−

−∑∑( )N N
w I I

hi h
hi hi h

i

N

h

N hih
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where Nh is the number of unique reflections and Nhi is the number
of contributors to or multiplicity of averaged reflection Ih .  Values
close to 1 suggest that the error model (whi) is valid.

Rmerge shell
This is the Rmerge for reflections which belong to this shell.

Rmerge cumul
This is the cumulative Rmerge for reflections which belong to this
shell and all previous shells.  It shows what the Rmerge would be if
the data is cut off at different  I/σ levels.

270 Rmerge vs Resolution
271 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------
272 Resolution   Average     Num   Num     Num     Num   <I/   ChiSq Rmerge Rmerge
273    range      counts     obs  rejs   ovlps   mults   sig>   norm  shell  cumul
274 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------
275 79.2 -  6.12    2260     278    31     228      64   21.2  0.797  0.042  0.042
276 6.12 -  4.34    2346    1564    44    1468     351   28.2  0.945  0.029  0.031
277 4.34 -  3.54    3147    2196    37    2095     492   33.7  0.934  0.024  0.027
278 3.54 -  3.07    2102    2586    39    2482     603   32.0  1.014  0.026  0.026
279 3.07 -  2.74    1055    2963    55    2836     705   27.5  1.086  0.030  0.027
280 2.74 -  2.51     597    3137    69    2982     747   22.7  1.125  0.036  0.028
281 2.51 -  2.32     382    3321    74    3170     834   17.6  0.999  0.045  0.029
282 2.32 -  2.17     278    3378    76    3199     832   14.0  1.028  0.057  0.030
283 2.17 -  2.05     192    3204    72    3002     813   11.0  0.999  0.071  0.031
284 2.05 -  1.94     118    3993    88    3676    1049    8.4  0.890  0.090  0.032
285 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------
286 79.2 -  1.94     941   26620   585   25138    6490   19.5   1.00  0.032  0.032

Lines 270-286
This table lists  Rmerge vs Resolution

Resolution range
The resolution range of the shell in Ångstroms.

Average counts
The average counts of reflections in the shell.  This includes
reflections that overlap and those that do not.  If you assume
Poissonian counting statistics, then the expected Rmerge for this
shell would be 1 I .  So for the shell of highest I/σ,
1 2260 0 021= .  which is inconsistent with 0.042 found.  It was
then discovered that low resolution reflections which were
obscured by the asymmetric beamstop were not rejected, hence the
higher Rmerge for this shell. In the 2.05-1.94 shell,
1 118 0 092= .  is consistent with 0.090 found.

Num obs Number of reflections in this shell.
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Num rejs Number of rejected reflections.  There should be very few,  if any
rejected reflections.  Any shell with a large number of rejected
reflections should be investigated.  Perhaps the shell contains
extraneous diffraction from ice.

Num ovlps Number of reflections in this shell having symmetry-related mates
and that contributed to the Rmerge.

Num mults Number of unique reflections measured multiple times in the shell.
The average multiplicity or redundancy for the shell is Num ovlps
/ Num mults.

<I/sig> The average Intensity/SigmaI for averaged reflections in the shell.
As expected, there is a larger <I/sig> for the averaged reflections
than shown for unaveraged reflections in the Rmerge vs Batch
table.

ChiSq norm This is the normalized χ2 popularized by Dr. Zbyszek Otwinowski.
Values close to 1 suggest that the error model is valid.

Rmerge shell
This is the Rmerge for reflections which belong to this shell.

Rmerge cumul
This is the cumulative Rmerge for reflections which belong to this
shell and all previous shells.  It shows what the Rmerge would be if
the data were cut off at different resolution levels.

287 Completeness vs Resolution
288 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------
289 Resolution      Calc     Num   Num     Num     Num    Num    Avg  %Comp  %Comp
290    range      unique     obs  rejs   mults  single unique   mult  shell  cumul
291 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------
292 79.2 -  6.12     363     278    31      64      19     83   2.98   22.9   22.9
293 6.12 -  4.34     593    1564    44     351      52    403   3.77   68.0   50.8
294 4.34 -  3.54     736    2196    37     492      64    556   3.88   75.5   61.6
295 3.54 -  3.07     863    2586    39     603      65    668   3.81   77.4   66.9
296 3.07 -  2.74     966    2963    55     705      72    777   3.74   80.4   70.6
297 2.74 -  2.51    1061    3137    69     747      86    833   3.68   78.5   72.5
298 2.51 -  2.32    1131    3321    74     834      77    911   3.56   80.5   74.1
299 2.32 -  2.17    1226    3378    76     832     103    935   3.53   76.3   74.4
300 2.17 -  2.05    1290    3204    72     813     130    943   3.32   73.1   74.2
301 2.05 -  1.94    1362    3993    88    1049     229   1278   3.06   93.8   77.0
302 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------
303 79.2 -  1.94    9591   26620   585    6490     897   7387   3.52   77.0   77.0

Lines 287-303
This table lists Completeness vs Resolution.  In order to perform subsequent
crystallographic analyses, you would like to have very complete data.

Resolution range
The resolution range of the shell in Ångstroms.
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Calc unique Number of calculated unique reflections in this shell.  This is
calculated from the unit cell dimensions and the space group in an
exact manner (it is not an approximation).

Num obs Number of observations for reflections in this shell.  The more the
better.

Num rejs Number of rejected reflections.  There should be very few,  if any
rejected reflections.  Any shell with a large number of rejected
reflections should be investigated.  Perhaps the shell contains
extraneous diffraction from ice or low resolution reflections are
behind the beamstop.  (Notice that more than 10% of the
observations in the lowest shell are rejected.  That’s bad!)

Num mults Number of unique reflections resulting from the overlaps in the
shell.  In other words, the number of unique reflections measured
more than once.

Num single Number of unique reflections measured just once.
Num unique Number of unique reflections measured (Num mults + Num

single).
Avg mult The average multiplicity or redundancy in the reflections in the

shell.  Simply (Num obs - Num rejs) / Num unique .
%Comp shell

This is the percent completeness for reflections which belong to this
resolution shell: 100 x Num unique / Calc unique .

%Comp cumul
This is the cumulative percent completeness for reflections which
belong to this shell and all previous shells.  It shows what the
completeness would be if the data were cut off at different
resolution levels.
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5  More dtprocess features

More advanced users of dtprocess will want to make use of the automatic mode described next.

5.1  Use of dtprocess in automatic mode

dtprocess can process a scan of images automatically.  Of course, successful results depend on
the proper input values, so it is best to become skilled at manual mode before trying a completely
automated session.  Input values may be saved to a header file with File/Save as... or loaded from
a header file with  File/Open....  The Orient and Strategy menus are not used in automatic
mode.

1. If desired, load input values from a header file with  File/Open....
2. Modify any input values in any of the menus.  DO NOT press any Run button, but use the

Flow chart buttons to navigate among the menus.
Tip:
In the Index menu, deselect User chooses solution for a truly automatic run.  In this case,
you may wish to specify the Spacegroup.  Or select User chooses solution to choose the
solution.  When automatic processing finds indexing solutions, it will stop at this step until a
solution is selected.

3. Select Auto next and run with the option menu button above the flow chart.
4. Select Setup in the flow chart, if it is not already selected (indicated by yellow color).
5. Select Write dtprocess.head.

What happens

Each of the steps of dtprocess are performed in sequence.  If  any step fails, then the Flow chart
mode is switched to Manual and automatic processing is aborted.  Resume or restart automatic
processing by solving the problem, then choosing Auto next and run, and finally selecting the
‘Run’ button of the menu.

Tip:
You do not need to start automatic processing from the Setup menu.  You may start from any
menu as long as the results of previous steps are valid.
Tip:
You may abort automatic processing by selecting Abort which appears during processing.
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5.2  Command line

The command line shows the command that will be executed in a subshell when choosing the
‘Run’ button in a menu.  The command line is updated as input values are modified.  The
command line may also be edited, but changes will be lost if changes are made in the menu.  If the
<Enter> key is pressed while the keyboard focus is in the command line, the text will be executed
in a subshell except for a few special commands discussed below. Any standard output will go to
a file  dtprocess.log  that will be shown in the log file window.

A few commands are special and not run in a subshell.  These are:
cd Changes the default working directory of the dtprocess shell.
setenv Changes the environment of the dtprocess shell.

The above commands work like regular shell commands.  They affect the dtprocess shell and any
of its new subshells.

A convenient way to clear the command line before entering a new command is to select
Edit/Clear command line from the menu bar.  To choose not to display the command line:  just
select View / Command line in the menubar.

5.3  Output text

The scrolled output text region displays limited output.  All dtprocess messages are recorded
here as well as commands that have been executed either from the command line or from a ‘Run’
button.  All or selected portions of the text may be deleted Edit/Clear text from the menu bar.

The log file viewer is displayed as log files are created.  Select File / Log files... to view a
different file or select the log file name in the Log files scrolled list.  Select a flowchart button or
Dismiss to return to a menu.

5.4  Customizing dtprocess

As an X Window program, dtprocess makes extensive use of an X resource file called
Dtprocess.  The resource file is an ASCII file and can be edited in order to customize the widget
labels and the starting text field strings.  The widget names follow a simple scheme, so by just
examining the  Dtprocess file, you will be able to make the changes you wish.  To customize the
File / Print command, change the value of the  *tfLogfileSearch.value  resource.

The starting widget values may also be loaded from a header file with File / Open... in the
menubar.  Conversely, widget values may be saved to a header file with  File / Save as....
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Appendix A  dtprocess tutorial summary

This tutorial will partially process a set of imaging plate images with the d*TREK suite of programs using the
dtprocess and dtdisplay graphical user interfaces.  Remember, the general flow of any processing system is:

Experimental step: d*TREK module:
Calibrate the detector calibrate

Mount the crystal dtcollect
Display images and spots; check crystal diffraction quality dtdisplay

Collect images dtcollect
Setup for processing dtprocess

Find spots dtfind
Index spots dtindex

Refine spots dtrefine
Strategy dtstrategy
Predict reflections dtpredict

Integrate reflections dtintegrate
Merge reflections dtreflnmerge

Scale reflections dtscalemerge
Average reflections dtscalemerge

1. Login to the computer and open a shell or command window.
2. Create a new subdirectory and change to the subdirectory that will be used for  your processing by typing:

mkdir mydir
cd mydir

(Choose your own name for mydir.)

3. Run dtdisplay by selecting Utils / dtdisplay from the dtprocess menubar.
Select File / Open and the image file to display (e.g. ../lyso/lyso011.osc).  Explore the dtdisplay
controls.

4. Run dtprocess by either by selecting Utils / dtprocess ...  in the dtdisplay menubar
OR by typing:

dtprocess &
and selecting an image file in the file selection dialog that appears (e.g. ../lyso/lyso011.osc).  If you
start dtprocess in this way, it will start a dtdisplay, too.  Use dtprocess -nodisplay to prevent
another dtdisplay from starting.  Within dtprocess, select Utils / dtdisplay... to start a dtdisplay.

dtprocess note:  Each flow chart button displays a new menu.  Each menu has controls (e.g. text fields) to enter
specific options and a Run or Write button at the bottom.  Users interact with each menu in the same way:

(a)  Select a header from the header list
(b)  Select one or more image files or reflection list files from the list.
(c)  Set any menu values.
(d)  Select the Run or Write button.

In most cases, dtprocess will perform steps (a) & (b).  Also, sensible default values can be saved to a file, so
step (c) may be trivial or unnecessary.

Setup
5. Select Setup in the flow chart.  Check and/or set the detector & beam position.  Select Write dtprocess.head.
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Find spots
6. Select Find in the flow chart.  Select the image or images to search for spots.  Set any peak search criteria.

Select Run find.

Index
7. Select Index in the flow chart.  Set the indexing options.  Select Run index.

Refine the crystal, detector and source properties
8. Select Refine in the flow chart.  Set the refinement options.  Select Run refine.

Predict reflections to check refinement
9. Select Predict in the flow chart.  Select the image(s) for predicting spots or specify the rotation range to

predict.  Select Run predict.
Tip:
Adjust crystal mosaicity within the Predict menu and a new header file dtpredict.head will be written to
disk.

Strategy
10. Select Strategy in the flow chart.  Specify the rotation range to test and required completeness.  Select Run

strategy.

Integrate
11. Select Integrate in the flow chart.  Select the images in which to integrate reflections.  Set the integration

options.  Select Run integrate.
Tips:
a. Set the Profile size values to
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b. Set the integration Box size to be twice the physical spot size measured by the dtdisplay circle cursor
(ctrl-middle mouse button and drag).

c. Set Images per batch to be 1 or 2 for larger unit cells and 10 to 20 for small unit cells.  Refinement will
occur at this interval during integration.

d. Do not forget to set a Batch prefix for multi-scan processing.  However, if you do forget, you can use
dtreflnmerge to add a batch prefix to your reflection list later.

The following Merge step is unnecessary if a single reflection list file will be scaled and averaged.

Merge reflection lists from different integration runs
12. Select Merge in the flow chart.  Select the reflection lists to merge.  Select Run merge.

Scale and average multiple observations
13. Select Scale/Average in the flow chart.  Select the reflection list to use.  Select the scaling options.  Select

Run scale.

Note:  Save your dtprocess settings at anytime by selecting from the menubar File / Save as.


